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IT’S EASY
To Build Railroads oil Paper—The 
Talk of the Keunebago Road.
It is easy to build railroads on paper. 
Since the Kennebago routes have been 
under discussion, up to the present time, 
three hundred and forty-seven and a half 
miles of that kind have been built. One is 
located from near Gull pond, where it 
leaves the present P. & R., goes along 
past Greeley ponds, Loon Lake, Cow pond 
and in through the “ Straights”  to Kenne- 
bago. Another starts from the same 
place, climbs over the rise, skirts round 
back of Loon Lake, into Davis township, 
gradually climbing Spotted Mountain, 
and gets through the “ Straights”  with­
out any trouble. One moi’e runs west 
between Haley and Gull ponds, and gets 
there just the same. The latest one is to 
continue the P. & R. across Mam street, 
swing round near the steamer wharf; fol­
low the lake shore to the steam mill; 
cross the street and come out near the 
trotting park; skirt round the hills and 
strike Spotted Mountain; follow east 
along the side of that, where “ 30 million 
feet of lumber can be rolled down the 
mountain to the track.”  Then through 
the “ Straights”  again.
These “ Straights”  serve to bother the 
road builders quite a little, and “ zig-zag- 
ing”  is proposed to get through. They 
are located where Spotted mountain 
joins the next range, in western phraseol­
ogy, being a pass.
Modern engineering overcomes every­
thing in the line of obstacles, and no doubt 
would find the “ straights”  comparitively 
easy to eonq uer.
In any case, every proposed railroad 
makes Rangelev the terminus, and each 
route is based on more dollars and cents 
forthe Company, whether they want either 
lumber, passengers, or both.
THE SIGN OF FOUR.
W hich Is C ausing Jock D arling a Great
Deal of Trouble in the M aine Cottrts.
■ Bangor Commercial).
••The sign of four,”  made famous by 
Conan Doyle’s remarkable novel, and the 
adventures of Sherlock Holmes, is again 
fatal, though to a degree not surpassing 
intense and mild sensation.
“ Jock”  Darling, the great hunter and 
guide of the Maine woods, known all .over 
the country as one of the sharpest woods­
men that ever held a Winchester at full- 
cock for a bull moose by moonlight, game 
warden in the service of .the States, some-;' 
times writer to the newspapers on . the 
subjects pertaining to his' calling,—tins, 
notability was in’ tlie Bangor, county ja.il, 
on Tuesday, sentenced'to a three, .months* 
term by Judge Vose, in the city court. - -
The thing hoppened on Tuesday fiiorh- 
ing, i. c., the final act in the little' drama' 
did; there was a good deal going before, 
but the public didn’ t know . anything 
about that. The story reads dike a.ro­
mance, a mild sort pf romanccy .and.it' 
goes like >this:
Some months ago Jonathan Darling, 
game warden, caught four men, whose 
bomb ar* fn the vicinity of Patten, Maine, 
fishin<*\vlth more set lines than the law 
allows; the fishing was being . done in a< 
pond Yu ,the northern part of the State. 
The penalty, according to tha State law, 
f o r o f f e n c e  in which the men wd're
caught, is a fine of $25 for every person 
implicated in the affair.
Darling at once addressed a stern of­
ficial communication to the parties inter­
ested, signing his name, in which he stated 
that he proposed to prosecute them to the 
full extent of the law.
Now that was all right; the rightness 
was spoiled, however, by a diminutive bit 
of paper which the game warden inserted 
in the envelope, quite as if by accident.
According to statement of people who 
are supposed to know this little slip of 
paper bore four fives, like this: 
5—5—5—5—20
Strange to say the four men who were 
interested in the violation of the fishing 
laws, at once thought they caught on to 
a very pretty scheme in this sign of four 
fives. In evidence of it they simply chip­
ped in five dollars apiece, went to the 
postoffice and sent off a registered letter 
for $20, addressed to Mr. Jonathan Dar­
ling. Then they went home in innocent 
bliss, and have apparently heard no more 
from either Mr. Darling or the law which 
they violated and which he is supposed to 
be representing.
It is known that he received the money 
because the postal receipt for the registered 
letter, signed with his own signature, is 
in evidence.
Capt. Ben Atwood is one of the sharp 
wardens in the State’s service and he was 
put at work on the case of Darling some 
time ago. It appears, according to the 
statement of the game officials of the State, 
that Darling has been under suspicion for 
some time; it is further stated that for all 
the three years that Darling has been a 
warden he has failed to return a cent in 
fines as the result of his work, yet he was 
supposed to be very active, it is said, in 
running down offenders.
Recently (still relying on the statements 
of the fish and game officials of the State) 
Darling presented a bill of costs for official 
duty, to an amount in excess of $100, which 
was refused approval by the proper officer; 
it was then that the case was taken up 
and that Darling was put under the sus­
picion of the officers of the law.
He was recently apprehended by Capt. 
Atwood, and on Tuesday was arrainged 
before Judge Vose in the Bangor munici­
pal court, charged with misconduct in 
office, which is a criminal offence under the 
common law.
Judge Vose finally decided to give Dar­
ling three months in jail and the payment 
of the costs which amounted to $13.67. 
Darling appealed, and was placed under 
bonds to the amount of $500.; he sent for a 
well known Bangor merchant, who, how­
ever, so soon as he heard the amount of 
the bail, refused to be accomodating and 
left the court room abruptly. . .
’ Thus.it .was',.that Darling went to jail, 
about.aio.pnj. , After, lie had .. been. there 
mvhile.he s-qecc^Qh’in.-pbtamiivg bail from 
L B.. Wood, of-Winn, who is his-soft-in­
law j and Vfho te wfe-ll known as an aspirant 
for the Office'-’Of sheriff of this ■ebunty. 
Darling immediately- left the jail.
Darling’s'case" is ■hp'jieMGd to, the Feb­
ruary term of the supreme court, which 
sits in this.city on,the first Tuesday of 
next month. The defenee of-the prosecu­
tion -will be interesting and there will b8 a 
great crowd of northern Maine people in 
town when trial comes off.
Darling waived examination when con­
fronted with the phargeytt is o tso  serious 
a nature that he didn’ t care to make any 
mistakes in the beginning and he decided
instantly to hold his defence until a later 
occasion.
Mr. Darling was seen by a Commercial 
reporter on Tuesday afternoon just as the 
Commercial was going to press. He said 
that he proposed to wait till later before 
he put in any evidence to the charges 
against him. He said that he never sent 
any little slip with the sign of four fives 
on it, to the parties whom he caught vio­
lating the law. He says that they did 
send him $20 and hq kept it, but that he 
did so because the State had refused to 
settle with him and he proposed to hold 
that amount on account, so to speak. 
Mr. Darling showed the Commercial man 
a letter from one of the parties appre­
hended in violation of the law; it asked 
that he send them the lowest amount at 
which he would let them off, intimating 
that they would offer money of any 
reasonable amount in order to avoid the 
publiety of trial in a court.
Au Old Book of Common Prayer.
Some few weeks ago the Bangor News 
gave quite an extended notice of an old 
Church of England Prayer Book and 
Book of Psalms, published in 1757, the 
property of a Mrs. Colvin of Brewer. The 
senior editor of this paper has a “ Book of 
Common Prayer”  of the Church of Eng­
land, published in the year 1669, which is 
nearly a hundred years older than the one 
mentioned. The type used is Old English 
black letter, which is very similar to the, 
just at present, fashionable type known 
as “ Bradley.”  The size of the book is 
i’K  by 12 inches, bound in old calf; each 
page has rulings about the margins, done 
in red ink, presumably by hand before the 
printed sheets were folded, as the lines 
extend the length and width of the page. 
The “ Kalendar”  is a curious combination 
of rule and dash work, with color (red) 
printing intermingled. There is “ A table 
of moveable feasts calculated for Fourty 
years,”  which *s from 1661 to 1700. The 
head aud tail pieces and initials are 
unique specimens of the art of those days. 
The prayers and service are nearly the 
same as those in use at the present time. 
The prayer for the “ King’s Majesty”  was 
for “ Our most gracious soverign Lord 
King Charles”  (the second) and the Royal 
family, “ our gracious Queen Catherine, 
Mary the Queen-Mother, James Duke of 
York.”  There is also “ A form of Common 
prayer to be used yearly upon the X X X  
day of January, being the day of the 
martyrdom of King Charles the First.”  
And “ A form of Prayer with Thanksgiv­
ing, to be used yearly upon the fifth day 
of November; For the happy deliverance 
of. the King, and the other Estates of the 
Realm, from the most' Traiterous and 
Bioudy intended Massftcre by Gumpow- 
der.”  These-forms aiid.. prayers were dis-. 
continued in 1859. : . ;
:'Of the 5000 deer reported to have been 
killed in the Adirondack region l^ t  season 
more.titan half were females, and o f these 
it js  probable that more"than 2,000 were 
breeders, which next year would have pro­
duced between '3,000  ^ and 1,000 young. 
Forest and Stream says in this connection: 
“ This*gives a suggestion of what the deer 
supply in this section might become if the 
practice of killing female deer was entirely 
given up. Such a change in • the hunting 
methods in the Adirondacks. ivoufd pre­
serve the deer there for all time‘;%nd would 
insure their existence in numbers quite up 
to the winter food supply of the re'gion.”
PROPOSED NATIONAL PARK IN MAINE.
To Be Located in the Great Fish and Game 
Region.
Hon. T. H. Wentworth. Fish and Game 
Commissioner, has in view a plan for a 
national park in the great fish and game 
region of Maine and is now at work upon 
it looking up the necessary statistics, etc., 
which will be presented to the Govern­
ment, if the plan is fully carried out.
The park as mapped out by Mr. Went­
worth would comprise the territory be­
tween Penobscot Pond, the East Branch, 
Shin Pond, or twenty-five townships in 
all, with 700,000 acres. In the centre is 
Mt. Katahdin. The branches of the East 
and West Branches are the best spawning 
grounds for sea salmon, and nowhere are 
there so many trout ponds as in that 
section.
Millinocket is a beautiful lake with 
many attractive islands. The best moose 
section is north of Mt. Katahdin and is 
also a great region for deer. Caribou are 
migratory, but Mt. Katahdin is the Mecca 
of the animals. . It is not proposed to in­
close the park, but keep it guarded as a 
permanent breeding ground, which would 
also supply the region outside the park, 
and to have a perpetual close time.
From its excellent location, its attrac­
tiveness, stock of fish and game, its pure 
air, absence of reptiles, etc., Mr. Went­
worth believes that it is the place of all 
others in the State for a national park, or 
great game preserve which could be en­
joyed by people from all over the land.
When the lee is Going Out.
Our offer, made the last- week in Janu­
ary, to give a year’s subscription to 
R a n g e le v  L a k es  to the first person who 
named the day on which the ice leaves 
Rangeley lake this spring, has called out 
lots of guesses. The date has been set all 
the way from the 1st to the 20th of May. 
with some open dates still left, and 
several which have been doubled up.
Have you guessed yet? Better have a 
try at it.
Fred Elsmore, of Machias, while hunting 
a few days ago on East Machias river at 
Great Meadow Rifflins, shot a ferocious 
looking animal which parties who were 
familiar with it identified as a lynx. It 
has short ears with tassels on tip, full 
round face resembling head of a tiger, 
short tail, body is about four feet long and 
estimated to weigh 40 pounds, grayish 
color with black spots on body, belly is 
white.
There are more ponds than ever pro­
tected by special laws, and sportsmen 
who propose to indulge in winter fishing 
wili do well to consult the law before 
starting out. In many cases winter fish­
ing is allowed, hut only one line may be 
used. The general limit is five lines for 
each man, with nothing said about count­
ing the cook. As it is comparatively easy 
to detect persons who are engaged in 
illegal fishing in the winter some of the 
wardens are taking advantage of every 
opportunity to add to their reputation of 
being vigilant, and careless fishermen are 
getting into trouble in various parts of 
the State. The ponds bn. which there are 
special laws heed the protection, and it is 
very easy to-avoid breaking these laws if 
one is «careful. ’ Franklin and Oxford 
county sportsmen - need . have no fears of 
.fishing in the wrong pond or stream, if 
they will remember this one thing: “ All 
fishing through the ice is prohibited.”
RANGELEY LAKES■>
A T  REST.
Shall I lie down to sleep and see no more 
The splendid affluence of earth and sky,
The proud procession of the stars go by,
The white moon sway the sea and woo the 
shore,
The morning lark to the far heavens soar,
The nightingale with the soft dusk draw nigh, 
The summer roses bud and bloom and die? 
Will life and life’s delight for me be o’er? 
Nay! I shall be, in my low, silent home,
Of all earth’s gracious ministries aware, 
Glad with the gladness of the fis^n day 
Or gently sad with sadness of the gloam,
Yet done with striving and foreclosed of care— 
“ A t rest, at rest!” —what better thing to 
say?
—Louise Chandler Moulton in Century.
GRANT AND SHERMAN.
Mary Anderson de Navarro Pays Both of 
Them Pretty Tributes.
In all her letters and writings Mary A n ­
derson de Navarro’s fondness for the 
friends of her early days is clearly shown. 
In The Ladies’ Home Journal she recalls 
some of those who have passed away, no­
tably Booth, Manager Macauley, John T 
Ford, and thus records her meeting with 
and estimate of General Grant: “ It was 
during my delightful southern tour (the 
first) that Dr. Griffin presented me to Gen­
eral—then President—-Grant, whom he 
had known in old soldiering days, when 
the general had captured and imprisoned 
him. It was pleasant to see these enemies 
in war so friendly in times of peace. Kind­
liness and simplicity were marked traits 
of the president, while a certain rugged­
ness of manner and speech that was sug­
gestive of his earlier life gave an addition­
al interest to all he said and did. In show­
ing us over the White House his pleasure 
in pointing out various trophies was un­
disguised and boyish. While lunching 
with him, the natural way in which he 
brought himself down to the level of my 
youth and small experience of life without 
a touch of that visible condescension so 
annoying to the young was charming.”  
Meefing him some years after, and failing 
to recognize him, Mrs. de Navarro records 
that after his speaking to her and an­
nouncing himself as General Grant, before 
she recalled him, he said jokingly in re­
sponse to her confused utterance that he 
had “ so changed:”  “  Yes, I have grown 
thinner and paler; I am no longer presi­
dent, you see, and am consequently less 
banqueted.”
“ It was about this time that my friend­
ship with General Sherman also began,”  
writes Mrs. de Navarro. “ He was one of 
the few eminent men I have met whose 
interest in every subject of conversation 
was so great that his particular metier 
could not have been guessed. He knew 
much about the stage, Shakespeare and 
the drama generally and was a passionate 
lover of the arts, thinking them all worthy 
of equal regard. As a critic he was good, 
though perhaps too enthusiastic over any 
excellence, however small, if genuine en­
thusiasm can be called a fault. His man­
ner was brisk and hearty. His personality 
gave the impression of a rugged strength, 
so m uch so that his entrance into a room 
was like a breath of fresh, invigorating 
air. He scorned fear and discouragement 
of every kind and refused to allow any 
one to give way to either.”
Little Change For These Precious Ones.
“ What sort o ’ place do you reckon heav­
en is?”  said Mosely Wraggs, slowly shifting 
his seat on the park bench and looking 
dreamily out ov%r the blue lake.
“ The good book says it’s a place o' 
rest,”  replied Tuffold Knutt, squinting 
contemplatively at the sun.
“ It won’t be much of a change, will 
it?”  rejoined Mosely Wraggs, after a long 
pause.—Chicago Tribune.
P rolific Bala.
George Augustus Sala had a vast 
amount of collected notes on all matters, 
oarefully Indexed. These he would con­
sult. Then he would walk up and down 
the room for a time, after which he would 
write or dictate without pause. Henry La- 
bouchere says that there was probably 
Sever a man who produced more “ copy”  
than Sala, or, on the whole, more reada­
ble.
An authority on the just proportions of 
the human form divine says, 1 * The ears 
should be so placed as not to be higher 
than the eyebrows or lower than the tip of 
the nose.”  People who are dressing for a 
party should not forget this.
T H E  RETIRED BURGLAR._________  i
One of th© Most Curious of His Many Ke- 
markable Adventures.
“ When I got up to tlm top of the first 
flight of stairs of a ho’uso that I  w a s  i n  
one night,”  said the retired b u r g l a r ,  “ and 
looked along the hall of the second story, 
I saw coming from a partly opened door 
down toward the front of the hall on the 
left a bright light. The stairs came up at 
the rear of the hall and on the right. The 
door of this room where the light was 
opened on the side totvard the front of tlm 
house, so that from where I stood I could 
see a little of the front of the room through 
the opening. I listened, but I didn’t hear 
anything, and I went along down toward 
the front. I thought somebody must have 
gone to bed and left the light up, but when 
I got up near the door I could see a man 
sitting in a big chair over on the other 
side of the room. Up there by the door I 
could see pretty much all of the front of 
the room. There was a bureau standing 
against the front wall between the two 
windows, and the man was over in the 
corner beyond. He wasn’t sitting back 
comfortable in the big chair, bqt forward 
in it, with his arms resting on his knees 
and his hands together in front.of him 
with finger tips touching, thinking; 
thinking hard about something. He did 
not see me, he wouldn’t have seen me if 
I ’d stood right alongside of him, ho was 
so busy thinking.
“ Pretty soon ho gets,up and makes for 
the bureau. He laid his two hands on tho 
handles of the top drawer, looking at the 
same time into the mirror—with a pretty 
solemn sort of face it was too. Then ho 
begins to draw out the top drawer slow, 
still looking all the time into the mirror. 
I had a sort of an instinct then what it 
was all about, but still I didn’t fully real­
ize it till he’d got tho drawer about half 
way out and had let go of the right hand 
handle and reached over with his right 
hand into the drawer, still looking square 
into the mirror, and lifted out a gun and 
up with it to his head.
“  ‘ Hey, there!’ says I, ‘youbrass mount­
ed, blue molded idiot! What’s the matter 
with you?’ and I makes a break for him, 
and, of course, he swings around, for it’s 
tremendous surprise to him, and in about 
a sixteenth part of a second I ’ve got his 
gun, and we’re standing there looking at 
each other; a young fellow he was, and 
not a bad looking chap.
“ Well, do you know that young chap 
had just simply made a failure of some 
business undertaking and lost all his mon­
ey, and he was sensitive and despondent 
over it and that night he’d sat there and 
brooded over it till he thought he couldn’t 
stand it any longer, and he’d just upset 
himself.
“ Well! I gave him a kind of a talking 
to. I tried to make it clear to him that ho 
wasn’t poor, but rich. ‘Lost your money?’ 
says I. ‘ Why, great Caesar’s gripsack! 
You’ve got youth and health and strength, 
haven’t you? What more do you want?’ 
And he took it all in good part, and I left 
him feeling better and grateful to me for 
dropping in.” —New York Sun.
You May Swallow Leeches.
What imagination will do I can show 
from my own experience. When a boy, 
in the Pyrenees, I once drank from a 
spring and saw, to my horror, when I had 
already swallowed a mouthful, that the 
water was alive with small leeches. I 
had a bad time of it for two or three days.
I firmly believed I had leeches alive and 
suoklng my blood inside me. I felt them.
I became languid. I believed they would 
drain my blood away. Happily my father 
beard what was the matter with me and 
explained to me tho corrosive nature of 
the gastric fluid and assured mo that noth­
ing living and of the nature of a leech 
could resist it. ' ‘ My dear boy, ’ ’ said he, 
“ from personal observation of your pro­
ceedings at mealtime I am convinced you 
could digest a pair of boots, and no leeches 
could stand a moment against the force 
of your gastrio fluid.”  I believed him and 
forgot all about-my Imaginary malady.— 
Good Words.
W ood Oh . *
The town of Deeeronto, in Canada, 
where there are several largo lumber mills, 
fti partially lighted by gas made from saw - 
dost. The sawdust is charged in rote. > 
Which are heated by a Wood fire, the gtu 
from the retorts passing into a series of 
oolls, and thence into the purifiers, which 
are similar to those used for coal gas. 
14me Is the principal purifying agent em- 
pfoyod.
IN A SLEEPING CAR.
The Mistakes Blade Through a Change of 
Berths Blade Late at Night.
“ My friend and I had secured two lower 
berths opposite each other. He was not a, 
smoker, so he concluded to tumble in, 
while I went forward to the smoking com­
partment for a cigar before I followed Ins 
example. Possibly I found the game of 
cards which was in progress between tyro 
commercial travelers interesting, or else 
the cigar was more soothing than usual, 
but, however it was, I remained longer 
than I had intended.
“ In the meantime we had made a stop 
and taken on a couple of passengers, an 
aged couple of dignified and aristocratic 
appearance. Every lower berth was taken 
and over half of the uppers, so the worthy 
pair were not jubilant over the prospect 
of climbing into an upper berth, and their 
objections were plainly audible to others 
than the porter. At last that sable gallant, 
driven to his wits’ end, came in to where 
I sat placidly smoking, apparently uncon­
scious of what had been going on in the 
car. With a deprecating air he approached 
and asked me if I would exchange my 
lower berth for an upper in favor of the 
old people. I readily assented, and the 
couple, grateful and contented, immedi­
ately took possession, and judging from 
the duo of discordant vocal sounds which 
soon emanated from Tower 10’ they had 
fallen into peaceful slumber.
“ In the meantime my friend, being a 
heavy sleeper, was quite unconscious of 
the change that had been made in the ar­
rangements. So, early in the morning, 
he crawled out and proceeded to got his 
shoes from under the berth, sitting upon 
tho edge of tho bed while he leisurely drew 
on one shoe. Then he began to think I . 
had enjoyed myself undisturbed quite long 
enough and commenced to shake the cur­
tains and call to me to get up. Meeting 
with no response, he concluded to make it 
more effectual, so he calmly drew aside 
the curtains, noticing nothing unusual in 
the dim light, and gave several resounding 
slaps with the remaining shoo upon the 
most obvious portion of the anatomy. At 
the same time he called, ‘ Come, aren’t 
you ever going to get up?’
“ For answer several feminine shrieks 
rent the air, while two wrathful faces 
ro$o up and confronted my friend, who 
shrank back aghast. Every head popped 
out between tho curtains, my own in­
cluded; but, quickly grasping the situa­
tion, I sank back, convulsed. In the 
meantime the porter had appeared, and in 
due course of time, and with many ex­
planations, succeeded in pacifying the aged 
couple.” — Rochester Democrat.
A Queer Shower of Ashes.
At about 10:30 o ’clock on the morning 
of Feb. 12, 1890, the citizens of the stato 
of Guanajuata, Mexico, witnessed a very 
peculiar phenomenon, and one which 
caused the majority of the population to 
repair to the churches and pray to be saved 
from the wrath to come. On the day 
mentioned the sky was perfectly clear, 
and there was not a breath of air stirring. 
All of a sudden it was noticed that the at­
mosphere took on a curious, ghastly aspect, 
and immediately after a shower of almost 
pure white ashes was rained down upon 
all exposed objects. The phenomenon was 
more noticeable in the city of Guanajuata 
and vicinity than in any other part of the 
state named above, and almost the entire 
population sought the churches and prayed 
earnestly to bo saved from destruction. 
At times during the progress of this pecul­
iar “ storm”  the fall of the white sub­
stance from the sky was very thick, and 
those who had 6een snowstorms at the 
north declared that the resemblance be­
tween the two was very similar. The 
buildings, streets, trees and people (those 
who did not seek shelter) were literally 
covered with ashes at the conclusion of the 
peculiar storm. As noted above, the storm 
extended throughout the state of Guana­
juata. It was the general opinion of those 
who observed the fall with an eye to col­
lecting scientific data that the ashes were 
wafted by an upper, northeasterly ourrent 
of air across hundreds of miles of country 
from the volcano of Columa, which was at 
that time in a state of aotlve eruption.— 
St. Louis Republic.
* •  R em edy.
“ By George, If I were in your plaoe, ”  
said the officious friend, “ I would apply 
for a divorco. ”
“ I ’d like to,”  admitted Mr. N. Peck, 
“ but she won't let m e."—Indianapolis 
Journal.
A DAKOTA COLD SNAP.
The Story Is Told and Vouched For by a 
Member of the Ananias Club.
“ Mr. President and gentlemen,”  began 
Jfir. Calkins, “ I am not an old man and 
therefore the winter I speak of is familiar 
to all of you—that of 1873. Five of us, 
with our wives, had gone to Dakota in or­
der to obtain homesteads, and settled 25 
miles from the then small village of Fargo, 
near where the city of Castleton is now 
situated, but then a wild, desolate prairie, 
with no neighbors nearer than Fargo and 
bands of Indians or droves of wolves plac­
ing us in constant peril.
“ The five families, although having sod 
houses of their own, all lived in one houso 
for companionship and protection. Well, 
at 10:30 o ’clock Wednesday night, Oct. 2, 
it turned so cold that we could seo the 
walls moving in and tho house grow 
smaller from the natural contraction 
caused by the atmosphere. It grew colder 
constantly until morning, and then re­
mained as it was.”
“ What was the degree?”  some one asked.
“ To tell the truth, gentlemen, I do not 
know,”  was the response. “ We had half 
a dozen thermometers, but they wore the 
mercury kind, and mercury froze so solid 
within an hour that the children used tho 
bulbs to play marbles with all that winter 
and until they thawed out the following 
Fourth of July. We had plenty of fuel 
and wore heavy winter wraps in the house, 
in this way,keeping from freezing. After 
a few weeks we became used to it. One 
of the ladies discovered how beautiful the 
icicles were that grew upon the windows. 
They then wore them as jewels, and dia­
monds never looked prettier. There was 
no danger of their melting, even in tho 
house, and it was actually a source of sor­
row to the ladies when the weather grew 
warm enough for us to go out doors and 
to melt the diamonds with which they 
had decorated themselves. That was the 
coldest winter I over experienced, but 1 
cannot tell just how cold it was, owing 
to having no spirit thermometer.” —Wash­
ington Star.
A DROP OF WATER.
It Has a History That Is Full of the Won 
dors of Romance.
Water that is now in the ocean and ir 
the rivftr has been many times in the sky. 
The histbry of a singlo drop taken out o! 
a glass of water is really a romantic one. 
No traveler has ever accomplished such 
distances in his life. That particle may 
have reflected the palm trees of coral is­
lands and have caught the sun ray in the 
arch that spans a cloud clearing away from 
the valleys of Cumberland or California.
It may have been carried by the gulf 
stream from the shore of Florida or of 
Cuba, to be turned into a crystal of ice be 
side the precipices of Spitzbergen. It may 
have hovered over the streets of London 
and have formed a part of murky fog and 
have glistened on the young grass blade 
of April in Irish fields. It has been lifted 
up to heaven and sailed in great wool pack 
clouds across the sky, forming part of a 
cloud mountain echoing with thunder. It 
has hung in a fleecy veil many miles above 
the earth at the close of long seasons of 
still weather. It has descended many 
times over in showers to refresh the earth 
and has sparkled and bubbled in mossy 
fountains in every country in Europe.
And it has returned to its native skies, 
having accomplished its purpose, to be 
stored once again with olectricity to give 
it new life producing qualities and equip 
it as heaven’s messenger to earth once 
more. —Charles S. Whiting in Museum.
Not »  Ruler of tho Planets.
Some odd communications are received 
by Mr. Christie, the astronomer royal, on 
the subject of tho studies which engage 
him in his offioial capacity. It seems that 
many persons are still unable to distin­
guish between astronomy and astrology. 
Here is a specimen letter which Mr. Chris­
tie has communicated: “ Dear Sir—Will 
you kindly rule iqy planet and send full
particulars? I was b o r n ------ . I am
sending three stamps, os I do not know 
your charge. If it Is not sufficient, kindly 
Jet me know, and I will send the dlffer- 
•noe.”  The writer must have been rather 
surprised at the answer he got to this gen­
erous offer. It wits as follows: “ The as­
tronomer royal requests me to state that 
he is not able to rule the planets. Persons 
who pretend to do so are rogues and vaga­
bonds."—London News.
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Reading Aloud.
A source of pleasure too often neglected 
in our time is reading aloud, which not so 
many years ago was considered quite an 
accomplishment.
When the three R ’s, “ readin’ , ritin’ and 
rithmetic,”  constituted the chief education 
of many a man and woman whom we de­
light to honor, those branches were 
taught with all the care that is now 
lavished on the varied studies which ab­
sorb the time of the modern student.
In those days there were no graded 
schools and it often chanced that a wee 
boy or girl of eight or nine, if a good 
reader, not only took rank above, but 
quite put to shame some youth of seven 
teen or eighteen who towered far above 
his little classmate. In his ••Hoosier 
School Boy,”  Eggleston gives an amusing 
picture of such a class where the students 
range from young men and women down 
to a diminutive boy, whose name was the 
largest part of him, being no less impos­
ing than Christopher Columbus Risdale. 
He was the new scholar, and the rest 
were inclined to laugh at his quaint old- 
fashioned appearance, until he commanded 
their respect by the ease with which he 
read, all of which is told in the interest­
ing style of the well-known author.
There is something about school days 
that is wonderfully pleasant, and also 
wonderfully qnduring. for although 
memory serves us many sad tricks as the 
years go on, those early days stand out 
as sharp and clear as if photographed 
indelibly.
It is a summer afternoon and we are 
growing restless with the heat and 
thoughts of how we will-enjoy ourselves 
when school is dismissed, but just then 
comes the teacher's welcome call: “ first 
class in reading, take their places,”  and 
they are taken with so much vigor by 
some that their steps must be retraced 
until they can learn to walk quietly.
Another stir is occasioned by the whole 
class bending forward in their anxiety to 
see that the tips of their shoes touch a 
certain crack in the floor. This accom­
plished. and a position taken varying 
with the ideas of each one as to what 
standing upright means, all is ready.
I suppose there was never a school with­
out a Mary, so we will call Mary the 
champion reader of the class, and she 
stands at the head. She begins by giving 
the page, the number of the lesson, and its 
title, and then fluently goes through the 
opening paragraphs, and the next, who is 
also a good reader, follows her example.
The class numbers some sixteen, and 
about the middle they begin to stumble 
over hard words. Very patiently the 
teacher encourages them, sometimes call­
ing on the others for pronunciation. The 
lesson happens to be about the early days 
of the colonies and in it is a description of 
a Puritan maiden, who is so plump and 
rosy that the historian described her as 
■■resembling a full blown peony or a great 
red apple.”  *
There is seemingly a fate about such 
matters and it fell to the lot of the largest 
boy and poorest reader in the class to 
give this sentence. Judge of the shout 
that arose when he calmly said that she 
••resembled a full blown pony.”
But just as there have always been poor 
readers ever since the art was discovered, 
just so there will always be those to 
whom it is a pleasure to listen.
No one who has had the care of children, 
hut knows how often the request is made: 
“ Please read me a story.”  Truth to tell 
we are not sorry when the time comes 
that tjliey can perform that service for 
themselves, but we soon get rested and 
find that even after children can read they 
still prefer hearing others.
It is a very agreeable wav for young or |
old t» read aloud while others are busy. 
Many a winter evening would be shortened 
were this plan followed. It arouses dis­
cussion, creates an interest, and is exceed­
ingly helpful where there are little ones, 
whose tastes by the way should often be 
gratified by books written specially for 
them.
Even if one has long since neglected this 
useful habit, it is well to resume it, for 
sooner or later some one will thank you 
for so doing. Invalids to whom reading 
is a weariness, and elderly people whose 
sight is failing, are very grateful for such 
attentions. I am not sure how much at­
tention is given to reading, as such, in 
our public schools, though the exhibitions 
certainly show that elocution is not 
neglected.
In years gone by, the first part of Wed­
nesday and Saturday mornings was de­
voted to our writing books, but after 
recess, the girls read their compositions, 
and the boys “ spoke pieces;”  yes, that is 
what it used to be called, unless ure 
wished to be very polite, and then we cal­
led them declamations. Later on the 
girls gave recitations and the boys always 
declaimed. What fun it was, even though 
we knew the selections by heart. One boy 
whose face was one perpetual smile, had a 
great fondness for “ Bingen on the Rhine,”  
and it was a hard task for him to look 
grave as he began that well known line, 
“ A soldier of the Legion lay dying in 
Algiers.”  Was it owing to inherited 
talent, that years after, his daughter 
should graduate from a famous School of 
Oratory in classic Boston? Of course our 
ischool was not without boys who invari­
ably chose old Roman lays, for no Ameri­
can school would be complete without 
them. The gestures were awkward, con­
sisting mainly of up and down movements 
of the arms, and the bows were far from 
graceful, but \ve “ passed their imperfec­
tions by,”  as one youthful orator im­
plored us to do, at the same time asking 
that’ we would not "view him with a 
critic’s eye.”
Now there are still declamations for the 
boys and if you were not in the secret you 
would say that the yirls declaimed as well, 
but not so, for in these modern days 
“ things are seldom what they seem.”  
Young ladies only read; no books are in 
sight and none are needed for their con­
tents are stored away in the memory, and 
the effect is much the same as if we were a 
very fluent and dramatic reader.
Of course few of us can hope to accom­
plish this, but let us cultivate the art of 
reading, until, whenever it falls to our lot 
to do so, we may be able to “ make a little 
sun shine in a shady place.”
men. They all have a form of religous 
service and an acknowledgment of God 
and his work. But sometimes I think 
they are proving a hindrance rather than 
a help. In the first place it costs a great 
deal to organize and carry on so many 
societies. Then it takes a great deal of 
time to attend them. And, too many, 
they stand in place of the church and 
church relations. Again, we seem to think 
we must be amused instead of entertained, 
and entertaining others, especially our 
young people; we ask continually: “ What 
can we do to amuse as though they were 
children. With the privileges of our 
schools, every young person should be 
capable of entertaining socially, any com­
pany in which they might be placed.
Oh, for the good old days of grand­
fathers and grandmothers, when a family 
could spend an evening with a neighbor,
transformation in the daintiness of the 
table, and the saving of work in washing 
and ironing.
Some Ways to Use Dates.
The date is a fruit that as yet is little 
used in the kitchen, and yet it is econom­
ical and is excellent for bread, cake and 
pastry. Served simply with inifk or milk 
and cream it is a very acceptable and 
wholesome course on the children’ s tea- 
table. To prepare dates for cooking, sepa­
rate them carefully and remove the stones. 
Thoroughly wash and cut open in order to 
stone them. Having prepared and stoned 
the dates properly, chop them lightly. 
They may be lightly floured when used to 
make date bread. To make this bread, 
knead a cupful of dates into each loaf of 
risen white bread just before putting it 
into the pans to rise the last time. A cup
and talk over the town interests, and the raisins, a cup of chopped figs, or a cup 
world in general! When the children stay 
in the same room with the “ old folks,”  
and be'one in family relations and in­
terests, go home at a reasonable hour, 
and to rest; and rise in the morning with 
bright eyes, and healthy look, not afraid 
to be questioned in regard to where they 
had been, or what doing.
We find Towns where one-half of the peo­
ple do not know the other half. We have 
a few chosen friends and our social work 
is completed. Unless we are placed on the 
Relief”  or “ Sick Committee”  list in some 
organization.
Do you ask h ow l would reform all this?
Let every one begin, as in olden time 
‘over against their own house.”  Con­
centrate your forces. A church and a few 
societies could do, what they all are doing 
now; and give people time to be at home 
with their families and save a great deal 
of expense. There are homes where the 
families do not spend an evening together 
a sweek. Let us ask ourselves this 
question: s “ How can I solve this social 
problem in my own town?”
Phillips. Me. Mas. M. J .  F u l t z .
Editors of Cosy Corner.
I was very glad to read the article on 
“ The lack of sociability in our country 
towns’' in your department of Jan. 30. It 
is true there are churches, societies and 
country schools, but their motto seems to 
be like the old man’s prayer
“God bless me and my wife 
My son John and his wife.
Us four
And no more.”
I am of the opinion of a good brother who 
said: “ There are too many societies. We 
shall have to organize a society to prevent 
the organization of any more.”
I find there ai’e in this town three 
churches, with their auxiliary branches; 
Young People’s Societies; Class, Con­
ference and Social meeting; Church Circles, 
Orders of Mason’s, Odd Fellows, Granges, 
Grand. Army Posts; Daughters of Re- 
becka, Ancient Order of Working-men, 
Goqd Templars, Golden Cross, King’s 
Daughters, Blue Ribbon Army, Ladies’ 
Reading Club, and perhaps others of which 
I do not know. This looks as though 
there might be social society enough for 
all anfl yet we complain of a lack.
The saying goes,—“ Too much of a good 
thing is good for nothing;”  this may be 
the case. All of these societies are based 
upon about the same foundations; their 
object (professedly) to help their fellow-
TabTe Linen Talk-
There is no use in the fashion ndtes an­
nouncing, from time to time, that certain 
doilies and tray-cloths, etc., are out of 
style. It may be very well to discard them 
on special occasions, but for the “ homey” 
pretty effects, as well’ as their great labor- 
saving qualities, they will be used on the 
cosy home tables.
In former times we are told, it was con­
sidered almost a crime to use a table cloth 
for an entire week, but that time is past. 
In many families, the one thick handsome 
clqtli does duty throughout the week, 
daintily protected with a variety of linen 
cloths and doilies that save it from hard 
wear and stains. We are even assured 
that in one family the cloth has been used 
for three weeks for every meal. It cer­
tainly looks dreadfully, written down, but 
as there were only two individuals in that 
family, and they particularly neat and 
careful ones, the .cloth had its pristine 
folds, and was as immaculate, apparently, 
at the close of the three weeks, as when 
only one meal’nad been eaten from it.
“ How was it kept .so?”  do you ask. 
The long momie-cloth scarf down the 
center of the table left only occasional 
glimpses of the cloth beneath, and pro­
tected it from splashes of gravy, crumbs 
and overflowings of tea and coffee; and 
the attractive doilies at each plate saved 
the cloth from any unsightly accident.
These doilies, and tray-cloths, etc., with 
the large napkins used for so many pur­
poses, are far easier to wash and iron 
than are the large table cloths, and a 
good supply of them is a treasure a good 
housekeeper will gloat over and enjoy the 
labor-saving qualities, while she admires 
the “ hominess they give to the table.”  
Banish the clumsy crocheted mats, the 
board and straw abominations, and put a 
linen cloth with a knife and fork outlined 
upon it. under the meat tray; another, 
with one of the pretty tea designs in the 
same outline work, where the tea and 
coffee is to be poured: and notice the
of currants, washed clean, may be used in 
the same way. These fruit breads are 
great favorites with children. Dates also 
make excellent luncheon sandwiches. Cut 
slices of white bread as thin as possible. 
Butter them slightly, spread them with 
dates chopped fine. Form the sandwitches, 
trim off the crusts.
A variety in the common 'table apple­
sauce may be had by mixing two cupfuls 
of dates in a pint of apple sauce. The 
dates will serve to sweeten the apples, as 
well as to give them a distinctive flavor 
and unless the apples are exceedingly tart 
no sugar will be needed.
A nice date cake is made by baking a 
rich cup cake in layers about three quar­
ters of an inch thick when done. Mix a 
half-cup of whipped cream with a cup of 
chopped dates, and spread the mixture 
between the layers of cake. Ice the cake 
thickly on the top and sides piling three 
layers together to form a cake.
C r e a m e d  D a t e s .— Beat together the 
white of one egg with an equal quantity 
of cold water and a teaspoonful of flavor­
ing essence, either lemon o f vanilla. When.’ 
all this is thoroughly mixed, beat into 
about one pound of icing sugar till it 
forms a paste, stiff enough to handle. 
Stone the dates; break off pieces of the 
glace about tho size of date stones and 
roll them in the palms of your hands till 
they are of the same shape. Insert these 
rolls into the dates, and put them aside in 
air tight boxes.
BESWICK SPONGE CAKE.
Take three eggs, beat three minutes, 
then add one and a half enp sugar, and 
beat five minutes; add one teacup flour, 
and one teaspoon cream tarter, and beat 
thrde minutes; and one-half teaspoon soda 
dissolved in one-half cup cold water, and 
another cup of flour; beat enough to mix- 
well. Flavor and bake in a deep pan in a ( 
slow oven. This is true and tried.
Phillips. I. M. H.
Y e w
Blacksmith
Shop.
W a lk e r  & L u fkin
Having purchased the business and good-will 
of A. E. BLODGETT, the subscribers respect­
fully announce that they are prepared to do
General Blacksmithing 
& Carriage Repairing.
Mr. Walker has had over 15 jp a r s ’ experience 
as a blacksmith and Mr.. Lufkin has been a 
wood-worker for many years, and botyi thor­
oughly understand their business, *
W e respectfully solicit a share of patronage
L. Walker, E. C .  Lufkin,  
Blodgett’s Old Shop, Next Door to Steam Mill. 
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The Maine Central, for February, comes 
promptly to hand, and still has the pine 
and pine-cone design on its cover. The 
half-tone illustrations are up to their 
usual standard of excellence and for this 
month are devoted to the White Moun­
tains. Among hundreds of so-called 
“ magazines,”  that are given “ second 
class postal rates,”  there are scores not 
nearly as deserving the privilege as the 
Maine Central, though we do not know 
that they have ever asked admission to 
the mails as such. It is being given a 
wide circulation and is doing much to 
bring Maine into notice as the most 
desirable summer resort in the union, 
Rangeley at the head, of course.
’TW IXT YOU AND ME.
The gold is not all in Wall Street.
The rain, south of Livermore, sleighed 
the sleighing.
■•The hurricane flag was a big hit." So 
was the hurricane.
If you failed to get the bonds, don’ t fail 
to circulate your gold.
Tillman’s speech may be populist, it cer­
tainly was not popular.
Bernhardt is said to be growing 
younger in appearance. Appearances are 
deceitful.
The baking powder company that can 
get the quickest rise on the U. S. Senate 
should take the cake.
Senator-elect Foraker, of Ohio, is ill 
with tonsilitis. He should have post­
poned it till he felt called on to speak in 
the Senate.
Dexter Masons think they can form a 
stock company and build a hall. Augusta 
Masons have blazed the way to the suc­
cess of such an undertaking.—Kennebec 
Journal.
Phillips Masons are also inclined the
same way. _________ u____i
Harrison’s withdrawal from the field of 
presidential possibilities has somewhat 
cleared the political atmosphere; and 
when McKinley of Ohio, follows the lead 
of Dr. Hill of Augusta, Lew Pdwers of 
Maine, and Tom Reed of the United 
States, can shake bands on the outlook.
The Kennebec?,Tournal suggests that G. 
W. Smalley, an American newspaper cor­
respondent for English papers, who made 
such foolish fizzles in his letters regarding 
the attitude of Americans on the Monroe 
doctrine and the late bond sale, “ be sent 
back into the country to ruminate with 
crude nature by day, and swap sentiments 
at the corner store in the evening.”  This
would be honoring him too much; it 
would put him on a footing with Nebu­
chadnezzar.
Apropos bf the drafting of Willie Main’s 
Lewiston’s star twirler, by the National 
League, the Waterville Mail says;
UThe ‘Windham Wonder’ will be a mem­
ber of the crack Boston nine.”
Pardon me for correcting the Mail, but 
it ’s “ cracked,”  not “ crack,”  when you 
speak of Boston’s ball club nowadays.
Munsey’s Magazine has shattered the 
ideal of many a fond and trusting school­
girl by disclosing the fact that Miss Ruth 
Ashmore (of “ Side Talks With Girls”  
fame) is also Mrs. Isabell A. Mallon, as 
well as being “ Bab,”  the all-around writer 
for New York papers. This triple exist­
ence may explain why “ Miss Ashmore 
never has had her picture taken.”
A Grand Wolf Hunt In Kansas.
Two thousand men and countless dogs 
will be seen Saturday, the 25th inst., hunt­
ing wolves over Jonson County, Ks. This 
is to be a battle of clubs. No firearms are 
to be used for various reasons. The num­
ber of huhters will be enough to despatch 
all the wolves encountered without danger 
to the attacking force. Besides, firearms 
are dangerous in so large a crowd as will 
turn out, and furthermore the hunters, if 
armed with guns, might be tempted to vio­
late game laws, which are strict there­
abouts. Neither are the participants in 
the hunt expected to carry any applejack 
or firewater, the effects of which have been 
found disastrous on other occasions of 
like character. Every man will, however, 
carry as much luncheon as his appetite 
demands. The sport wlli he a plain club 
and dog to wolf encounter. The force of 
the wolf exterminators is to be divided 
into four companies, each/under charge of 
a colonel and thirty lieutenants. The ex­
peditions as a whole is under command of 
a general, who will wear a blue sash and 
ride a horse. The colonels, too, will be 
mounted, and decorated with red sashes. 
The hundred and odd lieutenants will be 
afoot and will be distinguishable by white 
rosettes. Each division is to have a cap­
tain. too. The plan contemplates a 
roundup somewhere between Lenexa, 
Shawnee Mission and Merriam. To effect 
this an imaginary ellipse thirty-nine miles 
in circumference has been laid off and the 
line of circumference divided into four 
parts. Assembling points have been des­
ignated, and from them the ellipse will 
spread till perfectly formed. Then all 
hands will close in and the wolf which 
makes his appearance at the roundup will 
fare badly. %
Winter Beef on the Farm.
Every farmer or gardener should select 
or buy in the fall an animal suited to the 
size of his family, or ldt two neighbors 
join in the purchase. There are usually 
enough vegetables and waste apples to 
fatten the creature very cheaply. Then 
one would be sure to have* good whole­
some meat.
I believe it is a fact never disputed that 
the meat of an animal killed while thriv­
ing is much to be preferred to that slain 
while losing flesh. Now for taking care 
of this beef for winter keep the creature 
improving till cold weather. Kill and let 
it hang one night to drain. Then take it 
down and cut it into just such pieces as 
you want to cook.
For corning take a clean half barrel, put 
in four quarts of rock salt, five or six 
pounds of sugar, three ounces of saltpeter; 
pack well, then make a brine (the same as 
above), fill and head up. You will get as, 
a result the choicest of corned beef.
The balance which you wish to keep 
fresh spread out in a suitable place. One 
cold night will freeze it sufficiently. Pack 
in a tight barrel or box with grain, wheat 
or oats, a layer of grain first; then alter­
nate with meat. Keep closely covered, 
wrap each piece in a separate paper—an 
old newspaper will answer; clean paper is 
better. I have kept meat in this way till 
April. You will find this very convenient 
and much less expensive than depending 
upon a butcher cart.—Seward Dill in 
American Cultivator.
I
PH ILLIPS LOCALS.
Rev. W. W. Ranney returned from Au­
gusta, Thursday.
Miss Lepha Phillips, has gone to Boston 
for a few weeks’ visit.
J. A. Wheeler and wife, of Rumford 
Falls, were in town this week.
Bert Davenport has been breaking on 
the P. & R. regular, for a short time.
Charles E. Richardson, who has been in 
Boston for the past two months, returned 
Friday.
The selectmen are making out a new- 
voting list and getting ready for their 
annual report.
A. C. Hall, who has been working for 
the woolen mill Company, has gone to 
Worcester, Mass.
The St. Valentine’s Ball is to be a grand 
one. Miss Georgie Towle, a pupil of 
Kottschmar, is to play the piano.
There is a rumor on the street of a new' 
livery stable being opened in town. Call 
on Win. Quimbv for particulars.
The snow the last of the week is pretty 
sure to stay where it fell. The rain that 
came with it attended to that part.
George Whitney has been very sick with 
pneumonia, but is much better. His sons, 
Ed. and Will, and daughter, Emma, were 
called home.
The bridge builders who are to erect the 
the iron bridge over the stream at the 
Strong fill, have arrived and will begin 
work at once.
An old lady, Mrs. Beals, died at Chas. 
Ross’ last week. Her body tvas taken to 
Wilton, for interment, by her daughter, 
Mrs, Nelson Millet.
Ed. Greenwood, master machinest of 
the Sandy River road, is doing a nice 
piece of work on one of the engines in 
drilling boxes and putting in steel bush­
ings.
Last Saturday, the 8th, was the 97th 
birthday of Benj. P. Gulden, of West Phil­
lips. Mr. Calclen is smart and hearty, 
goes out into the shed for the kindling- 
wood, but does not venture out of doors 
for fear of taking cold.
Miss Georgie Whitney, a young girl who 
is a member of the Union Sunday school 
has the enjoyable record of not losing a 
Sunday for the whole year. As a reward 
for her punctuality she was recently pre­
sented with a bible by her teacher. Miss 
Ella Toothaker.
The Phillips National Bank secured 
$12,500. of the New bonds at 112. and the 
same amount at 111. More of the bonds 
will come into Franklin County, too, as 
Daniel M. Bonney, has $13,000 and Han­
nibal Russell and Arthur T. Belcher also 
secured a thousand each.
At Union Church, Sunday, Rev. E. R. 
Smith of Farmington, occupied the pulpit 
in exchange with Rev. Mr. Ranney. In 
the evening he lectured to a good-sized 
audience on; “ Four Sundays in England.”  
Mr. Smith has a pleasant, conversational 
voice and an interesting way of describing 
what he has seen, which rendered his 
lecture especially enjoyable. The speaker 
explained that his “ lecture”  would be 
merely an “ informal talk,”  and that data 
was gathered during a month’s ramble 
through England last summer. /
Miss Eugenie Aldrich entertained a 
party of friends at her home Friday eve­
ning. The evening was pleasantly spent 
in games of various sorts, several intro-, 
ducing decidedly novel features. Refresh­
ments were daintily served on rare old 
china, brought forth from the seclusion of 
the ancestral china closet for the occasion. 
After refreshments the company gathered 
round the open fire and told a composite 
black and white ghost story, one starting 
the tale and each adding a chapter of 
shuddering awfulness. Those present were: 
Misses Timberlake, Hartwell. Wheeler, 
Dill, Toothaker, Wilbur and Messrs. 
Toothaker. Ranney, Peabody, Butler and 
Dill.
j Mrs. W. H. Fultz has been ill the past 
j week. «
j Landlord Matthews, of the Phillips 
j Hotel, reports that at his boarding-house 
| in Reding ton, he has over 70 boai’ders.
Walter Flow! and left Saturday for 
LeBreton’s camp in Redington, with a 
pair of horses, where he will wagon lum­
ber.
There were two whist parties in town 
Wednesday evening, Mrs. Henry True and 
| Miss Blanche Kenniston entertaining 
them. j
Miss Fay Haines, has been very ill with 
whooping cough, but her grandpa sent to 
Bangor for medicine and it has proved a 
great relief.
George D. Austin, Esq., who left in 
November for California, proposing to 
make a short visit in Minnesota, on the 
-way, has not yet left that state, still being 
at Belle Plain.
We have received from Rev. W. W. 
Ranney an article on the “ Pressing Needs 
of the Phillips Library.”  The mss. 
reached us too late for publication this 
week, but will' be printed in next week’s 
paper.
Hon. Nelson Dingley, Jr., has presented 
the Public Library with two very interest­
ing volumes, “ Report of the Bureau of 
Ethnology, by J. W. Powell,”  and “ Con­
tributions to North American Ethnol­
ogy.”  For those interested in the subject 
they will be of great value.
The State Librarian, Mr. Carver, wishes 
to have a library meeting—have one or 
more delegates from every public library 
in the state meet in either Augusta or 
Portland to discuss methods, etc. He has 
written the Phillips Library in regard 
to it.
F ive P ractica l T hem es.
The attendance at Union Church, Phil­
lips, Monday evening, when Rev. C. A.
! Breck. of Strong, opened the discussion of 
| “ Five Practical Themes.”  was not as 
| large, as it would have been had the 
| weather been more favorable. The topic 
| of the evening was “ The Family”  and.
! after congregational singing, Mr. Breck.
| was introduced. His address was not 
long, but evinced careful study of this fac­
tor in thC advancement of civilization, 
'to the family we owe the Home, and who 
can calculate the all-reaching power for 
good in the world at large of the Home- 
life! He pleaded fo ra  closer knitting of 
family ties and a larger growth of that 
j wholesome, helping love which is the 
spirit of the family. “ A recipe for a home” 
said Mr. Breck, would be this: “ Two or 
more persons and plenty of love.”  Some 
very Interesting statistics concerning the 
population of Phillips and the homes of 
which it is made up were read. Brief 
address from others followed, and Miss 
Nellie Quimby as “ one who loves the 
children and whom the children love”  was 
called on to speak of the teacher’s influence 
and care of childi'en.
Tuesday evening the subject was Health 
and Disease, a vital topic to all citizens, 
and handled in a masterly manner by Dr. 
H. B. Palmer of Phillips. The speaker 
presented his address without attempt at 
rhetorical display, hut with the straight­
forward clearness of one thoroughly ac­
quainted with his subject. He was given 
the closest attention throughout,
Mrs. Abbio Tyler led the discussion of 
the topic, on behalf of the Union.
Wednesday evening’s subject was “ So­
ciety.'' the speaker being Rev. E. R. 
Smith, of Farmington. Mr. Andrew 
Sawyer was Union member appointed to 
lead the discussion.
A bushel of corn is said to make four 
gallons of whiskey. The farmer gets forty 
cents, the railroad $1. the government 
$3.60, the manufacturer about $5. and the 
saloon keeper $6, out of the $16 for which 
it is sold, while the drinker gets the refuse 
and—del iriun^tremens.
RANGELEY LAKES
With the Sportsmen,
Port Fail-field Leader: Parkhurst has 
at present three curiosities: A white owl, 
a three legged fox and an auburn-haired 
dude. A man and boy followed the owl 
two days, two men and a dog followed 
the fox a week, and half a dozen girls are 
after the dude. There is no close time on 
that kind of game.
There is one colony of beaver near the 
Adirondack hatchery, in New York State, 
which is supposed to be the only one in 
the state. During the past year one of 
the colony was killed and then it was 
learned that there was no law in the state 
for their protection. It seems too bad 
that this intelligent creature should be en­
tirely exterminated, and protective laws 
should be passed to save them. In Maine, 
the law of three years ago has rendered 
them quite plentiful, and they form quite 
an attraction to several sporting resorts.
Jock Darling, Guide, Fish and Game 
Warden, and notorious for his many ar­
rests for violations of the game laws, 
publishes a long letter in the Bangor 
Commercial in which he recites his griev­
ances. From his story it would seem 
that he has been more sinned against than 
( sinning. He makes some very broad 
’ charges, which he claims can be proven, 
against many officials; if they are true it 
would be a good time to bring them out. 
Give us the facts, and if there has been 
any underhanded work by the official, 
high or low, let it be known. Don’ t at­
tempt a game of bluff, but show your hand. 
You are called.
Occasionally a sportsman comes to 
Maine for fish, and for various reasons re- 
turnes without making any catches. 
There are days when it is impossible for 
any expert fisherman to get a rise. The 
day may be too hot or too cold, the guide 
may not row over just the right place, or 
the fish may not feel disposed to accept 
the temptation. The fault is not with the 
Rangeleys, the fish are here, but you are 
"out of luck.”  It may be that you 
brought with you a black valise, or wore 
a pair of white mittens, either, in 
the eyes of a salt water fisherman, is 
enough to make not only you a “ Jonah,”  
but to cast bad luck on all that are about 
you. Try it again this season and leave 
your “ black grip”  and “ white mits”  at 
home.
It’s mighty hard to steal anything in 
the sporting line at just this season of the 
year. Our exchanges are dull in that line, 
unless they have found a last year’s yarn 
in their old file, which they can carefully 
cut out and dust off and spring it as a 
Spring story (excuse the pun). R a x g e l e y  
Lakes is yet too young to have a very an­
cient file to fall back on, consequently has 
to resort to a manufacturing process of its 
own. If Franklin County’s lakes, ponds 
and streams had not been closed to even 
"citizens of the state”  so far as fishing 
through the ice is concerned, we might be 
able to say something like this: “ Last 
Tuesday, Tom Jones and Elder Stiggins, 
caught three chubs and a sucker in Horn- 
pout pond. They lost a fish estimated to 
weigh eight pounds. He was securely 
hooked but the hole in the ice was not 
large enough to pull him through and in 
attempting to enlarge it Tom accidentally 
cut the Elder’s line. Tom says it was 
hard work, but owing to the company he 
was in he didn’ t swear. The look given, 
as he emphasized the word, caused some
misgivings, and perhaps it was unneces­
sary for Tom to have made any remarks.”
DEER SHOOTING IN FLORIDA
A Maine Man’s Adventure on the Upper 
Cliatahooche.
In the winter of 1842, I was in Apalachi­
cola, West Florida. One morning a friend 
from Maine, Capt. J. W. Hammond, pro­
posed that we take an early steamer on 
the Chatahooche river and go up to Fort 
Gadsden, an* old Spanish fort about thirty 
miles up the river. We left the steamer at 
this point and looked about the ruins of 
the old fort. The spot where the Span­
iards murdered their captives was pointed 
out by Capt. Hammond.
Near by we found an old boat with oars 
and paddle. With this outfit we worked 
our way up the river five miles to Owl 
Creek, where there was a wood-yard for 
furnishing the steamers with dry pitch 
pine, and up the creek, five miles further, 
to see a Mr. Nathan Golder, also a Maine 
man. Returning to the wood-yard, we 
took dinner with the old couple who were 
in charge. This yard was made by driv­
ing piles into the mud of the river and 
flooring over with fine splits, on • which 
they made their house.
After dinner the man proposed that we 
cross over the creek and with his dog we 
would be quite likely to find a deer.
The land about there is generally level, 
excepting what are called ravines, which 
are sometimes quite deep and being 
covered with a growth of vines and thorns 
are difficult to get through without the 
aid of a machete, or large knife. Being 
well acquainted with the country, our 
guide directed me, as a greeney, to take a 
position among the pine trees and they 
would drive a deer out for me to shoot.
When the others were out of sight, I 
started along the edge of the ravine fol­
lowing it for about a mile, carrying my 
gun on my shoulder. All at once I heard 
a crash in the brush, at my right. Turn­
ing quickly, I saw a deer leaping straight 
in my direction. He evidently saw me at 
the same time, for as he struck the ground 
he seemed to half turn round thus bring­
ing his side toward me. Quick as a flash 
I brought the gun to my shoulder and as 
the sights ranged the deer’s neck, I fii-ed. 
The deer fell, and dropping my gun. I ran 
to him, taking out and opening my pocket 
knife on the way. I seized him by one 
antler and quickly cut his throat. I was 
so excited I could scarcely bi-eathe, but for 
half-a-dozen deer I would not have been 
seen at that time by the others in the 
party.
In a few minutes they came out. but in 
the meantime I had picked up my gun, re­
loaded the empty barrel, and recovered 
my calmness.
“ What did you shoot at?”  was the first 
thing asked.
“ That deer you drove out.”
“ Did you kill it?”  inquired one of them. 
•‘Kill it! What the devil did you think 
I came out for?”  was my reply, pointing 
in the direction of the deer. After that I 
was as good a hunter as any of the rest.
On another occasion in 1844,. with a 
friend, I went up the Seminole river, 
about 65 miles, where there were camps 
for the wood cutters. Fire had run 
through years before and killed the timber, 
so it was dry and ready for use. We re­
mained there several days and saw, prob­
ably over a hundred deer, but the
growth being so open not one was shot, 
j Just before leaving, I thought I would 
| empty one barrel of my gun and aiming at 
i a wood pecker, on the top of a tall pine,, 
j I pulled the trigger. About eight inches 
| of the barrel burst open, the explosion 
j threw my left hand behind me; thinking it 
! was blown to pieces, I remember I drop- 
| ped the gun and reached my right hand 
i round and brought it forward. To my 
great relief I found it uninjured, save from 
being filled with powder. That night I 
got but little sleep as my fingers were 
kept soaking in a dish of whiskey till 
morning. The woodpecker was killed, 
however. S e w a r d  D i l l .
| Soquel, Cal., Jan. '96.
Stanley on the Salmon.
In the course of a paper on "Fish Cul­
ture”  which was to have been read at the 
Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game As­
sociation’s annual meeting last mouth, 
Commissioner Stanley says:
The introduction of landlocked salmon 
into our many lakes and ponds “ of winch 
there are hundreds admirably adapted to 
them,”  will be worth many thousands of 
dollars to the State. They will live and 
thrive with the pickerel or bass. What 
they require is deep, pure water, with 
plenty of smelts for food. They are excel­
lent for the takle, the gamiest fresh water 
fish that swims, affording excellent sport 
to the angler, and a prize when secured; 
also a very rapid grower. I know of 
several being taken in lakes where they 
had only been placed six years, weighed 10 
and 12 pounds. In some lakes they never 
attain a'size of over 4 or 5 its., while in 
others they go to 20 lbs., and over. It is 
very necessary your ponds should contain 
smelts. If there are any who are inter­
ested in having their ponds stocked with 
salmon see that they are stocked with 
smelts. It is very necessary to insure 
success and very easy to be done. Go to 
some pond where they are to be found, 
about the time the ice goes out in the 
spring. You will find the eggs on the 
bottom of the' brook stuck to the sticks, 
stones, grass or anything they touch, by 
millions. Pack them in damp moss or 
spagum, laying the eggs between wet 
mosquito bar, or thin muslin, so you can 
lift them. out. Don’ t try to separate the 
eggs from what they are attached to; 
place the whole in thin layers between 
the cloth. Place them in gently running 
water in some brook, near its mouth. 
They will hatch in a very few days and 
the job is done. Four years ago I carried 
some eggs to Rangeley and Mooseliead. 
Last season they appeared by thousands.
My First Voyage, or The Boy at Sea.
[Continued from Feb. 6th.]
And as day dawned we could hear a 
rumbling noise, like thunder in the dis­
tance, and could see a white foam of sea, 
like a mountain, rolling down on us. 
Evei’y sail was furled save the main span­
ker, the main staysail and the standing 
gib. The main spanker was double reefed 
and in this situation the gale struck us. 
The sea washed our deck and we had all 
we could do to keep from being washed 
from the ship. Our main spanker was 
split by the wind and at the same 
time the captain called out, “ hard down 
with the wheel and keep her before the 
sea.”  I put the wheel down. The good 
ship swung round like a top, and away 
she went like a race horse. But it was 
only fob a short time, then the sea -broke 
'over us. The ship was thrown on her 
beam ends*, I thought she would never 
rise, but as the sea rolled away from her 
there was a terrific crack and her fore 
sail, fore top gallant sail, and fore top 
mast and main top sail mast were^all 
broken off and hung by the rigging in the 
water. This was our situation on Christ­
mas morning. The ship was now driving 
before the blast and every man holding on 
for his life to keep from being washed 
overboard, while some of the broken spars 
were hanging, in the rigging and some
were dragging in the water beside the' 
ship. Thus the day passed away till two 
o ’clock in the afternoon when the wind 
began to drop and the sea to grow calmer 
and when the sun sank in the west, there 
was not breeze enough to be felt. Our 
broken spars were made fast for the night 
and 1 was relieved from the wheel and 
made a Christmas supper on raw salt pork 
and sea bread, after standing at the wheel 
for ten hours. After a sleepless night 
every man was at work at dawn, clearing 
away the wreck and the week was occu­
pied in cutting over the masts, to make 
them shorter and get the yards in place, 
the result being that on New-Year’s morn­
ing our masts, yards and sails were all in 
placed once more. With a stiff breeze our 
ship shaped her course again for the Isle 
of Cuba. We were now in the trade winds 
and by the captain’s reckoning our ship 
had made four hundred and fifty miles in 
eight and forty hours. And thus time 
went on, the sun rising out of and setting- 
in the water for days and days.
One afternoon, after being at sea for 
sixty eight days, we sighted the Isle of 
San Domingo. This is one of the West 
Indies, but as we were bound for Cuba 
and had a fair breeze we soon left it far 
behind, and ten days later we cast anchor 
in the harbor of Havana, the capital of 
Cuba. This is the largest island in the 
West Indies being six hundred and twenty 
miles long. Pine-apples oranges and 
cocoanuts grow in abundance and summer 
time makes merry all the year. You may 
well call it a paradise. After a stay, in 
this beautiful city, of forty days, we weigh 
anchor and sail along the coasf, one hun­
dred fifty miles to the harbor of Matan- 
zas, where we took a cargo of sugar and 
molasses and in thirty days we spread 
our sails to the breeze and shape our 
course for New York city. We began to 
talk about home and the boys that'we 
left in the old Pine Tree State, With a 
good breeze and fair weather, in due-time, 
we made the gulf stream, with its beauti­
ful green, warm water. This we cross 
and soon are off Cape Hatteras. There 
we took a gale of wind that drove us back 
into the gulf stream where we beat about 
for five days in a heavy gale from the 
northeast, our chief food .being salt pork 
and hard bread. At the end of that time 
the wind changed and four days later we 
made Sandy Hook and a few, hours from 
there took us to New York where we 
hauled up at a wharf on East river. 1 
was now in the United States, where the 
stars and stripes wave over the land of 
the free and the home of the brave.
Early the next morning we were all 
called in the presence of our captain, who 
told us our voyage was up and he would 
settle and pay off the crew. Turning to 
me he said “ Cal get your dinner on board 
ship and I wish to see you this after­
noon.”  I could think -of no reason wliy 
he did not pay and discharge me with the 
rest, but doing as he bid me I waited til! 
two o ’cldck when he called me into his 
cabin. He told me he had received word 
that his wife had just died, and he was 
called home, his ship was to go into dry 
dock for repairs and he wanted me to stay 
and keep ship till he returned. He asked 
me if I ever drank rum. I told him that 1 
had never tasted any kind of spirits. He 
said he had watched me ever since I had 
been with him and had made up his mind 
that I did not use it and that wasjwhy he 
wished me to look out foi the ship.
[To be concluded].
He opened the door cautiously, and 
poking his head in, in a suggestive sort of 
way. as if there was more to follow, in­
quired, “ Is this the editorial rinktum?”  
“ The what, my friend ?”  “ Is this the rink­
tum, sinktum, sanctum, or some such place 
where the editors live?”  “ This is the edi­
torial room. Yes, sir. Come in.”  “ No,
I guess I won’ t come in. I wanted to see 
what a rinktum was like, that’s all. 
Looks like our gamut, onlv wuss. Good- 
day.”
(> RANGE LEY LAKES.
TIM ELY WASHINGTON 1 IPS.
Seasifole, Seasonable, Interesting.
i Special c o r r e s p o n d e n c e  o f  R a n g e l e y  L a k e s ]-
W ashington. D.C.. Feb. 11. 1890.
As usual the annual Charity Ball was a 
big society event, although had a stranger 
looked in about 10 o ’clock he would have 
supposed it a very ordinary affair. But 
it is always late when the prominent 
people begin to come, and this.year it was 
even later than usual; but between 10 and 
12 they all managed to'get there. Just be­
fore 11 wrhen the crowd was quite large, 
the orchestra announced the arrival o f the 
Presidential party by grinding out the 
tune which every President must grow to 
cordially hate-—“ Hail to the Chief.”  The 
President escorted Mrs. Jack Rogers, 
followed by Mrs. Cleveland, who was 
escorted by Secretary Olney, and Mrs. 
Olney, escorted by Dr. Bispham. The 
ladies of the reception committee were 
presented to the President and Mrs. 
Cleveland, and later a reception was held 
by the President and Mrs. Cleveland, for 
the benefit of all the guests. Mrs. Cleve­
land, who was the center of attraction 
during the hour she remained in the ball 
room—she did not dance—wore a mag- 
nificient costume of white velvet, thickly 
spangled, the bodice trimmed with lace 
and chiffon. Short puffs formed the 
sleeves. Her diamond necklace never 
shone to a better advantage and she never 
looked handsomer.
Second only to the big Charity Ball, 
which is always given for the benefit of 
the Children’s Hospital, was the third 
.annual charity ball and I’eception, given 
in the same ball room, on the following 
night, by the Ladies’ Southern Relief 
Society, for the benefit of destitute Con­
federate veterans of Washington. In 
addition to the entire southern contingent 
of society, which as a matter of course, 
turned out, there were many other promi­
nent people present.
A feature of Mrs. Cleveland’s last recep­
tion was a band of Cherokee Indians, in 
charge of Mr. R. A. Kern, of St. Louis. 
The “ big injuns”  greatly enjoyed shaking 
hands with Mrs. Cleveland. They could 
understand how the President was their 
"great father”  but declined having Mrs. 
Cleveland for their “ great mother,” —she 
was too young and pretty to fill the bill, 
they said.
Gov. Morton owns lots of property in 
Washington. He owns a big hotel and 
other business property, besides the large 
and magnificent mansion which was occu­
pied by himself and family during his term 
as Vice-President. When the Morton’s 
left Washington, less than three years ago, 
a price was put upon this residence and it 
was placed in the “ for sale”  list of a 
leading real estate dealer. It never was 
sold, and recently the dealer was in­
structed by Gov. Morton to withdraw 
the house from the market. As this indi­
cates an expectation on the part of the 
Mortons of again living in Washington, 
it has been the cause of no end of gossip. 
The Mortons are very popular in Washing­
ton society, and they may be sure of a 
warm welcome if they come back to live, 
whether Mrs. Morton comes as the Presi­
dent’s wife or as the wife of a private 
citizen.
The new Hawaiian minister and Mrs. 
Hatch, his charming American wife, have 
already taken positions in the very front 
rank of the diplomatic entertainers of 
Washington. This week they gave two 
entertainments, a reception, which was 
one of the handsomest of the season and 
was largely attended, especially by offi­
cials and diplomats and the ladies of their 
families, and a dinner in honor of Secre­
tary and Mi’s. Lamont.
By some means Mrs. Cleveland learned 
that it had been asserted that she had 
socially neglected the female members of 
the families of the two ex-Presidents, who 
live in Washington. It was news to her. 
And to show that she never thought of
■such a. thing she sent pressing invitations 
to Mrs. Nellie Grant Sartoris and to Mrs. 
Mollie Garfield Brown to join the bevy of 
ladies who helped her at her last card 
reception, and they both accepted and met 
many of their old friends in the familiar 
rooms of the White House. Mrs. McKee, 
another ex-President’s daughter, is visit­
ing Washington this Aveek, and it is pro­
bable that Mrs. Cleveland will extend a 
similar invitation to her. Mrs. McKee, 
like the sensible woman she is, declines to 
discuss her father’s approaching marriage 
to Mrs. Dimmick. She is going to Indian­
apolis to visit her father soon, and while 
there she will superintend refurnishing 
and otherwise making the house ready for 
the bride, but it is not probable that she 
will consider it her duty to remain there 
until the bride comes.
Attorney General Harmon gave a stag 
dinner party this week, his guests being 
President Cleveland, Chief Justice Fuller, 
and Justices Field, Harlan, Gray, Brewer, 
Brown, Shiras and White, of the Supreme 
Court; Senator Hoar, chairman of the 
Senate Judiciary committee; Representa­
tive Henderson, chairman of the House 
Judiciary committee; Solicitor General 
Conrad, and Representative Cowen, who 
will shortly retire from Congress on ac­
count of his having been elected president 
of the B. & O. R. R. The table was 
decorated with scarlet tulips and the sil­
ver candelabra capped with scarlet shades, 
but in view of the legal talent there as­
sembled it seems that the decorations 
ought all t.o have been green.
Job Printing
NEATLY EXECUTED,
A t  T h i s  O FU /C jB.
THE SLEIGHING *  *  
*  *  *  HAS. C O M E !
And now you’ll be wanting a sleigh to 
replace the old and worn-out one you’ve 
been using. I have a fine line of
S l e i g h s ,
And feel sure that I can please you on 
both the goods and the prices. Get ray 
figures before you purchase elsewhere.
W. J. R O S S ,
/ ’ / / /U J P S ,  M A I N E .
When You Use
White Lead,
OR
PAINTS,
Be Sure and Get the
Burgess, F obes & Co.
W ARRANTED PURE LEAD,
OR THE
PORTLAND LIQUID PAINTS.
These are warranted strictly 
pure. The Lead is corroded by 
the old Dutch process and ground 
very tine in pure bleached linseed 
oil. The result is a lead very 
white and of stronger covering 
properties than any other lead.
It costs no more to put on good 
material than poor. By using 
the B urgess, F ores <& Co. Goods, 
you will be sure ot a good job, 
and one that will last.
The Portland Colors are Stand­
ard for quality and shade.
6m29
H enry T ibbetts,
Horseslioer and General
BLACKSMITH.
Job Work of All Kinds.
RANGELEY. : : : MAINE.
LEROY A. SMITH,
B l a c l c s m i  t h .
Specialist in Horse-Shoeing.
R A N G E L E Y , : M A IN E .
PHILLIPS MARBLE WORKS,
Monuments,
HEADSTONES. TABLETS.
MANTLE SHELVES. AND 
CEMETERY WORK OF ALL KINDS.
DONE TO ORDER.
XV. B. HOYT,
B o x  3 0 f S ,  F - h l l l i p w .  M o .
All Orders by Mail or Telegraph promptly 
attended to.
Rangeley Lakes solicits you/ orders 
for Job Px’inting.
RI-P-A-N-S
ttf
: The modern stand-
m ard Family Medi-
uz
c / j
cine: Cures the
U> common every-day
5 ills of humanity.
01 TR A D E
zo
M A R K
Caveats, and Trade-Marks ob-'ained and all Pat­
ent business conducted for M o d e r a t e  Fe e s .
O ur O ffice  i s  O p p o s i t e  U. s . Pa t e n t  O ffice < 
and we can secure patent in less time than those j 
remote from Washington.
Send model, drawing or photo., with descrip-(* 
tion. We advise, if patentable or not, free ofj 
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
A Pa m p h l e t , 41 How to Obtain Patents,” with} 
cost of same in the U. S. and foreign countries? 
sent free. Address, $
l.BN O W & CO .
O p p . Pa t e n t  O ffi c e , W a s h i n g t o n . D. C. 5“ “ “ * *
CAN I O B T A IN  A P A T E N T ? Fora  
prompt answer and an honest opinion, write to 
MUNN & C O ., who have had nearly fifty years’ 
experience in the patent business. Communica­
tions strictly confidential. A Handbook of In­
formation concerning Patents and bow to ob­
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan­
ical and scientific books sent free.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice in the Scientific Am erican, and 
thus are brought widely before the public with­
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper, 
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has by far the 
largest circulation of any scientific work in the 
world. S3 a year. Sample copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly, $2.50 a year. Single 
copies, tS5 cents. Every number contains beau­
tiful plates, in colors, and photographs of new 
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show the 
latest designs and secure contracts. Address MUNN & CO., N e w  Y o r k , 301 B k o a d v / a y .
E S T A B L IS H E D ,  1863.
H JS N jR Y  J L D A M S ,
Dottier In
Foreign and American 
Marble and Granite
Monuments,
Headstones, 
Tablets, Curbing, Etc., 
TEM PLE , M A INE .
LAND IN CALIFORNIA.
I can sell parties who are desirous of locating 
in California, Real Estate in any quantity from 
5 to 1000 or more acres, situated in, what I con­
sider the best part of California, from 20 to 50 
miles from the ocean, just brought into the 
market by the Coast Line R. R. from San 
Francisco to Los Angelos. I do not urge peo­
ple to leave Maine, but if any are coming here, 
I can help them to land at from $5 to $50 per 
acre, as good as can be bought in other parts 
of the state for $400 per acre. Climate fine. 
Well wooded, pine and oak. Good water 
This is the best chance 'for a poor man to get 
land and make a start of any place I have seen 
in this state. For particulars write or call on 
me.
Address. SEWARD DILL.
Sequel.\ Santa Cruz Co., California: or 
A. R. BOOTH.
El Paso de Robles, San Louis Obispo 
Co., Cal.
Job Printing NKS m :i,
At Rangeley Lakes Printing Office.
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LOVE’S BIRTH HOUR.
"What was the day when, sweet, I loved thee 
first?
The day when my heart trembled at thy 
tone
Almost as much as would my lips have done
Could they have slaked at thine their newborn 
tlflrst?
When did this passion into flower burst,
As a bud into a rose, beneath the sun? !
When felt I first my body and soul as one?
Life with thee, bless’d; without thee, empty 
and curs’d?
Who notes love’s birth hour then? In sooth, 
not I.
Though love, like all things, hath its birth and 
growth,
And love at first sight is a short lived thing.
Nor shall I know the hour when love must 
die.
For that will be my death hour, too, and both
Will pass to where is no remembering.
—Philip Bourke Marston.
AFTER TRAFALGAR.
Professor Sloane Tells How the French
Admiral Was Found Dead In Prison.
That night tlio storm broke with vio­
lence. It continued throughout the 23d, 
and three of the 11 vessels which had es­
caped under Admiral Gravina were dashed 
to pieces on the shore. All but four of the 
English prizes were wrecked, and of Vil- 
leneuve’s proud squadron only eight were 
left. He himself survived as a prisoner, 
and the following spring was released on 
parole. Early in April he landed at'Mor- 
laix, and, proceeding to Rennes, forwarded 
thence a letter asking for an opportunity 
to plead his causo before tho emperor. 
What the reply was is not known, but on 
tho 22d he was found dead in his room, 
stabbed in several places, the knife em­
bedded in the last wound. Tho reproaches 
Napoleon had heaped upon him must have 
been in the main undeserved, for he was 
never degraded, but they broke his spirit, 
and he doubtless committed suicide.
It was long believed that he had been 
killed by one of his own officers, Magendio, 
captain of the Bucontaure, lest he should 
make disclosures disgraceful to the fleet 
and to the emperor. Captain Wright, who 
commanded tho English ship in which 
Georges Cadoudal, the Chouan, and other 
Bourbon conspirators had landed at Bi- 
ville, had been thrown on French shores 
from a wreck and taken prisoner. In Oc­
tober, 1805, he, like Pichegru, was found 
dead in his cell. The circumstances were 
equally theatrical and damning. He was 
lying with his throat cut, and near at hand 
were a razor and a copy of the Le Moni- 
teur containing the news of Ulm. The 
Parisians murmured under their breath 
that this Bonaparte was indeed unfortu­
nate, as all his enemies died in his hands. 
Later, however, the most convincing tes­
timony proved Magendie’s innocence, and 
there is little evidence that Fouche or any 
of his agents were concerned in the deaths 
of Pichegru and Wright. It is neverthe­
less possible, and suspicion will never en­
tirely disappear, for the coincidences are 
startling.—Century.
Never Feazed Him.
The baldheaded man is the barber’s nat­
ural victim. It requires a degree of moral 
courage, little appreciated by the ordinary 
mortal, for a man who is beginning to 
lose his hair to trust himself in a barber’s 
chair. Probably the majority of the bald- 
heads, after a little experience, cease to re­
sist, and, merely to save themselves an­
noyance, submit to be mulcted for every 
fresh nostrum that is offered. It is much 
easier than to try to convince the barber 
that one really knows what is causing 
one’s hair to disappear and that the fash­
ionable barber shop remedies are useless. 
There are a few, however, who eagerly 
catch at each new compound and try it 
with unbounded faith in the representa­
tions of the wily artists who sell it.
One of these got into a chair in a down 
town barber shop the other day and in re­
sponse to the usual recommendation that 
he try the very latest and “ absolutely 
sure" mixture for preventing baldness 
said:
“ Why, I ’ve been using that for a year 
end you can see it has not cured me.”
Tho barber was dashed for a mil ite, 
bnt only for a minute. Then he id 
blandly:
“ Oh, bnt you know it is not warran d 
to cure baldness, only prevent it. Y .. 
being bald already, of oourse it could 
prevent your becoming bald. But you o 
see for yourself that it’s done you so 
good. You have still a lock or two of h 
behind your ears."—Buffalo Express.
Hall Caine and Gladstone.
He (Hall Caine) left school at tho ago of 
15 and was apprenticed by his father to 
John Murray, architect and land surveyor. 
Tho lad had no special faculties ior archi­
tecture beyond possessing a fair knowl­
edge of drawing. When only 13 he drew 
the map of England which appeared in the 
first edition ox Gill’s “ Geography.”
John Murray was agent for the Lan­
cashire estates of W. E. Gladstone, and it 
was in this way that Hall Caine first be­
came known to the statesman, who from 
tho first has been among his keenest ad­
mirers. One of the first occasions oh which 
he attracted Mr. Gladstone’s attention was 
one day when he was superintending tho 
surveying of Seaforth, Gladstone’s estate. 
Gladstone was surprised to see so small a 
lad in charge of the chainmen and began 
to talk with him. He must have been im­
pressed by the lad’s conversation, for he 
patted his head and told him he would be 
a fine man yet. Mr. Gladstone has never 
forgotten this incident. Some years later, 
John Murray having failed in the mean­
while, an offer was made to Hall Caine 
from the Gladstones of the stewardship of 
the Seaforth estate at a salary of £120 a 
year. “ Although the thought of so much 
wealth, ”  he relates, “ overwhelmed me, I 
did not see in this offer the prospect of any 
career—indeed this had been pointed out 
to mo—and I determined to continue in 
the architect’s office.”  He accordingly at­
tached himself as pupil or apprentice to 
Richard Owens, the architect.—McClure’s 
Magazine.
Solving a. Problem.
The covering of a sofa cushion had been 
embroidered and the ruffle sewed on, and 
the young wife, proud of her needlework, 
showed it to her husband.
“ I ’m bothered about the size,”  she re­
marked. “ The cushions are 22 and 24 
inches square. This is just 24 inches 
square, and I don’t see how I can spare 
enough to turn in for a 24 inch cushion.”
“ Cut it down to 23 inches and get a 22 
inch cushion. You can’t get 24 inches in­
side of 23, you know,”  the husband ex­
plained, his superior knowledge coming 
to the rescue.
The next day the wife brought home the 
cushion.
“ What size did you get?”  the husband 
asked.
“ Twenty-six inches.”
“ Twenty-six! You can’t get 26 inside 
of 23.”
“ Of course I can. It ’s so flat and fluffy, 
you see, that I can stuff it in. The sales­
woman said everybody does that.” —New 
York Times.
Garfield’s First Employer.
Edward H. Yiers, now a farmer near 
Akron, O., claims the honor of having 
been the first man to give the late Presi­
dent Garfield employment, on the canal. 
Viers was running a boat for P. D. Hall 
of Akron at the time. “ We were pulling 
through Ravenna,”  says Viers, “ when I 
was approached by a boy who asked for a 
job. Needing a driver, I employed him. 
He told me that his name was James. A. 
Garfield. His whole possessions were a 
bundle of clothing, which he carried un­
der his arm. When we reached Cleveland, 
I advanced him the money to buy a book 
oalled‘ A  Self Made Man,’ which he had 
seen in a store and which took his fancy. 
He was one of the most willing and faith­
ful young fellows that ever worked under 
me. I had an old horse named Prince, 
known from one end of the canal to the 
other, and from the back of that animal 
Garfield made his first speeches. They 
amused us and often afforded us food for 
reflection. ’ ’ __________________
Pasteur’s Record.
The scientific record of Pasteur is thus 
summarized on a marble tablet, set up by 
order of the Paris municipal council in the 
old laboratory of the Ecole Normale:
ICI T V T  UK LABORATOIRE DB PASTEUR.
1837—Fermentations.
1800—Gcneratione spontanees.
1861—Maladies des vins et defjf 
<>' 1868—Maladies des vers a sole.
1881—Virus et vaccins.
1885—Prophylaxis de la rage.
Meant No Harm .
Butcher-—Come, John, be lively now; 
break the bones in Mr. Williamson’s chops 
and put Mr. Pawson’s ribs in the basket 
for him.
John (briskly)—All right, sir, just as 
soon as I ’ve sawed off Mrs. Murphy’s leg.
—London Fun.
“The Knock Out” at Auctions.
There are, we all suppose,' iu a certain | 
sale half a doaen “ lots”  of choice old j 
china. Four first class dealers in this, j 
property attend the auction. Gall them 
A, B, G and D. It is mutually arranged 
that A shall do the bidding and the re­
maining three keep silent. We will sup­
pose, with a view to simplicity, that each 
of these six lots is worth to a dealer £4, 
but as our four friends are probably the 
ouly persons in tho room who could dis­
pose of such property and who understand 
its value, and as they refrain from cqm- 
peting, it is not at all surprising to find 
that the six lots are bought by A at tho 
rate of 10 shillings apiece.
So much for the first stage in the plot. 
The sale being concluded, A, B, C and D 
forgather at some obscure public house, 
where they can have the use of a private 
room, and then begins the second auction. 
Lot No. 1 is offered, and after some com­
petition is allotted to C, for, let us say, 
£3 10s. He pays over this sum to A, who 
acts as auctioneer, and who, after deduct­
ing the 10 shillings he has paid for tho 
lot, proceeds to divide the balance of £3 
among tho members of the party. Conse­
quently C gets his piece of china for £3 
10s. and 15 shillings back into the bar­
gain, while the others each receive a like 
amount. So with the next lot, which D 
buys for more or less, as the case may be, 
and, in fact, the procedure as quoted may 
serve as an illustration of how the affair 
is conducted throughout. — Chambers’ 
Journal.
Not a Barber.
When the professor came into the club, 
his erudite countenance was ornamented 
at several points with sticking plaster, and 
tbere was a general inquiry among his 
friends as to what was the matter.
“ Razor,”  said the professor briefly.
“ Great Cassar! Where did you get 
shaved?”  asked young Rounder sympa­
thetically.
“ It’s a strange thing,”  said the pro­
fessor. “ I was shaved this morning by a 
man who really is, I suppose, a little above 
being a barber. I know of my own knowl­
edge that he is an alumnus of one of the 
leading American colleges; that he studied 
in Heidelberg afterward and spent several 
years in other foreign educational centers. 
I know, also of my own knowledge, that 
he has contributed scientific articles to our 
best magazines, and has numbered among 
his intimate friends men of the highest 
social and scientific standing in Europe 
and America. And yet,”  soliloquized the 
professor, “ he can’t shave a man decent­
ly.”
“ By Jove!”  exclaimed young Rounder 
in astonishment. “ What is he a barber 
for, with all those accomplishments?”
“ Oh, he isn’t a barber, ”  said the pro­
fessor, yawning. “ You see, I shaved my­
self this morning.” —New York Journal.
London Postofflce Cats.
It may not be generally known that a 
considerable sum of money for cats’ meat 
appears annually as an item in the post- 
office estimates. This meat goes to the 
support of a whole colony of cats at St. 
Martin’s-le-Grand. How they first came 
there no one seems to know, hut the gen­
eral impression is that their ancestors be­
longed to the private offices which were 
demolished when the present G. P. O. was 
built, and that they became ‘ ‘strays’ ’ about 
the ruins until the rising walls gradually 
shut them in, and thus provided them 
with a home.—Animal’s Friend.
He Discovered Fisk.
The late Eben Jordan of Boston was not 
only the friend in need of Richard Mans­
field and the early patron of Nordica, but 
also the “ discoverer”  of the celebrated 
Jim Fisk, Jr., who came to the mer­
chant's store to replenish his peddler’s 
stock and made so good an impression on 
the head of the house that he was engaged 
as a clerk. Fisk was soon in receipt of the 
highest salary paid by the establishment 
and eventually became a partner.
A Banker’s Advice.
Baron Rothschild was asked by a friend 
of his to advise him In the matter of a 
couple of financial transactions, one of 
which offered a very large rate of Interest, 
the other a much smaller one.
" I f  you want to dine w ell," tlje baron 
isplled, after n moment’s reflection, "g o  
in for the f i^ i; if you want to sleep well, 
invest itilh:i ”  —Figaro.
Didn’t .Like Experiments.
Ono of the Massachusetts congressmen 
lives near Boston. He has a beautiful ro­
tate, his admiration for which is shared 
I by his coachman, Mike. The other day 
j Mike brought a couple of his Irish friends 
upon tho place, and after escorting them 
I around the grounds and showing them 
| tho stable ushered them into tho hail, 
j There, somewhat to his surprise, ho met 
| his employer, but tho latter was cletor- 
j mined not to bo outdono in hospitality by 
| his coachman. “ Bring your friends right 
| into tho dining room, Mike,”  he said, and 
! Into the dining room the trio followed 
him.
“ Now, my men, of course you can have 
what you like, ”  ho remarked as he stood 
by the sideboard, “ but I haveadriuk lien* 
that I think you will like. There is. a 
story to it, by the way,”  he added, “ which 
may interest you. It is called Benedictine, 
and it is made by monks up on the Alps. 
They fill a little flask with it and send out 
their St. Bernard dogs to fluxl travelers 
who may be overcome by tho cold. When 
a poor, half frozen follow is found, ho 
drinks a little of this cordial from- tho 
flask, and then ho is able to follow tho 
dogs to a place of shelter. ’ ’
The men listened to the story in si Ion He. 
Finally ono of them mustered up courage 
to speak. “ Have you any gin?”  ho asked.
“ Certainly,”  said the congressman as 
ho laid aside the cordial. “ Help yourself.”
The men took a good, substantial drink 
of gin and smiled happily over its familiar 
taste.
“ That wasn’ t bad,”  said ono of them. 
“ Now bring on your dog liquor!” — Wash­
ington Post.
Writers and Speakers.
Tho principal difference between writ­
ers and speakers is, after all, to bo discov­
ered in temperament. The presence of an 
audience, especially a large audience, has 
always ono of two effects on a man. It 
either stimulates or depresses him. To the 
born speaker it lends vivacity to the intel­
lect and fluency to the tongue; others it 
strikes dumb. A man may of course be 
fluent without being an orator. An empty 
man is often fluent—that is due to vanity ; 
a pompous man is sometimes confidant, 
and ready of speech—that is duo to con­
ceit. The one chatters on, serenely uncon­
scious that he is talking nonsense; tho 
other has too lofty a sense of his own im­
portance to suspect for a moment that his 
rounded periods aro mere commonplace. 
The fact is that in every case the fruit, 
smacks of the soil.
But even with the greatest orators there 
is not only a particular style and flavor 
peculiar to each, but so complete and close 
an adaptation to tho taste of the audience 
addressed that the oratory of one age is 
very apt to seem weariness or darkness to 
the next.—Gentleman’s Magazine.
Bound to Have Style.
After the new minister had delivered 
his first sermon in the Presbyterian church 
of a little Washington town recently a 
deacon approached him and said:
“ You didn’t give us eny Latin er Greek 
in yer sermon today?”
“ No,”  said the minister, “ I did not. I 
was not aware that the congregation in­
cluded any who understood those lan­
guages.”  And this was a bit of sarcasm.
“ Waal, ther ain’t none wot duz,”  re­
plied the deacon, ‘ ‘ but we folks here want 
to hev wat’s goin on in them city churches, 
an we’ll hev to ax yer tu give et tu us.” — 
Northwest Magazine.
U neon verted.
The Paris Figaro tells the following 
story of the late Bishop Cordier of Pnom­
penh: As he found no Christians in the 
capital of Cambodia, he decided to begin 
at the top and convert King Norodom. 
His majesty expressed great interest in the 
new faith and appointed a special Inter­
preter to translate the catechism and the 
words of the bishop for him. The ruler 
was ready to be baptized when he happened 
to learn that Christianity only permitted a 
man to have one wife. He proposed to the 
bishop to induce tho pope to allow him as 
8 special favor to have at least 20 wives. 
When this demand could not be granted,
Good Temper.
Good temper Is the most contented, the 
most comfortable state of the soul; the 
greatest happiness both for those who pos­
sess It and for those who feel its influence. 
With gentleness In his own character 
comfort In his home and good teznpatK 
his wife, the earthly felicity of mUk W  
complete. —Anon.
8
AMONG THE ORDERS.
Society Notes, Rangeley.
Saturday, Feb. 22. Regular meeting Rangeley 
Commandery No. 408, Order of the Golden 
Cross. Meet in Church Vestry.
Wednesday p. m.. Feb. 19, Regular meeting 
W . C. T. U.. at the Library.
ttangeley Lodge, No. 200, I. O. G. T., meet in 
Church Vestry, every Wednesday even­
ing. ________________
Society Notes, Phillips.
Monday, Feb. 24, Regular meeting Mt. Abram  
Lodge, No. (35, A . O. U. W . Hall in Bates 
Block.
Tuesday, Feb. 18, Mt. Saddleback Lodge, I. O. 
O. F., No. 92. Hall, Beal Block.
Wednesday, Feb. 26, Regular Communicaion, 
Blue Mountain Lodge, No. 67, F. & A . M., 
at Masonic Hall.
Thursday, Feb. 20, Regular meeting Cushman 
Post, No. 87, G. A . R., at Grange Hall, at 
2.00 P. M.
Thursday Feb. 20, Regular meeting Wom an’s 
Relief Corps at Grange Hall, 6.30 P. M.
Saturday, Feb. 22, North Franklin Grange, No. 
186, Patrons of Husbandry, at Grange Hall. 
Election.
Saturday, Feb. 22, Regular meeting Phillips 
Commandery, No. 402, Order of the Gold­
en Cross. Bates Hall. Election.
Local Paragraphs.
Mrs. Lafe Kempton is sick.
Geo. D. Huntoon is in Strong.
The birch is coming in to the mill.
The village schools close this week.
Mrs. Henry Hoar remains seriously ill.
■‘The woods are full of ’em” —lumbermen.
Capt. P. C. Barker was in town Mon­
day.
Gus Hoar is boarding a’. Dana Hink- 
ley’s.
Mrs. Chas. Barrett has been ill the past 
week.
Board McCard has gone into the woods 
to work.
Mrs. Frank Kempton is at the Moun­
tain View.
Mrs. Nellie Albee has returned from a 
visit to Boston.
Miss Daisy Haley returned to her home 
in Phillips, Tuesday.
Miss Verna Hoar is boarding with her 
sister, Mrs. Oscar Ross.
Austin Hinkley has gone to Redington 
with a team to wagon logs.
Rev. H. W. Small and son are visiting 
at their old home in Lisbon.
Where’s the man who wanted more 
snow?—Probably snowed under.
Wm. Haines returned Monday night 
from his Visit to Rumford Falls.
Mrs. Melvin Tibbetts is visiting her 
mother, Mrs. Russell in East Dixfield.
Natt Carr and Winnie Tibbetts are 
working on the log train at Redington.
Mrs. Geo. Thomas, of Farmington, is 
with her husband at the Mountain View.
The band has been invited to play a t  
Phillips on Decoration Day, for the Grand 
Army.
A. B. Grover, of Phillips, is in this week 
to assist in putting in the machinery for 
sawing birch.
J. D. and C. F. Huntoon were called to 
Strong, Tuesday, by tho serious illness of 
their sister, Mrs. Frank Worthley.
A. J. Haley tvas in Farmington last 
week. He thinks of taking the contract 
Cor building a house for E. O. Greenleaf. 
Esq. 4 ,
Wm. H. MeKeen, of .^Phillips, was at 
Hinkley’s' Wednesday night, on his way 
to the Mooselookmeguntic House, to be­
gin repairs, there.
DANA’S Sarsaparilla is not oiily the best 
of all remedies for the Nerves, Liver, 
Kidneys, Stomach, and Blood, but if no 
benefit, you can get your money hack. The 
same guarantee applies to Dana’s Pills, 
Cough Syrup and Plasters. For sale by 
John H aley. Agent. 3m37.
RANGELEY LAKES.
.
A. Withey was in town Tuesday, with 
| beef for sale.
Mrs. Emily Hinkley has been ill, but is 
now gaining.
D. L. Nile went to Farmington, Satur­
day, to attend court.
Mrs. Eugene Smith is reported to be 
slowly gaining in health.
The train was over two hours late Mon­
day night owing to delay on the roads 
below.
Free delivery of express matter is hailed 
with joy by all who receive many pack­
ages.
Miss Angie Lamb, of the Mountain 
View, is visiting at her brother’s, E. F. 
Lamb’s.
Corneil Richardson is at home from 
Kennebago for his annual “ mid-win ter 
vacation.”
A jolly party of young people attended 
the “ cobweb party”  at Furbish Hall Mon­
day evening.
Those who are in the drama and belong 
to the band, don’ t have many evenings to 
spare this winter.
J. F. Oakes started eight horses for the 
woods, for Toothaker and Kimball, 
Thursday afternoon.
The Phillips High School paper, “ The 
Phillipian,”  is being printed at the office 
of Rangeley L akes.
Mrs. E. P. McCard has a choice collec­
tion of hosiery and underwear, which she 
is selling at marvelously low prices.
Dr. Russell, of Farmington, was in 
town Friday to consult with Dr. Currier 
in the case of Mrs. Eugene Smith.
A. J. Morse, of Waterford, Me., who is 
selling agent for Yankee notions and 
cigars, was in town Monday night.
If there are enough to make it an object 
for the railroad, a special train will be 
run to Phillips, Friday night for the ball.
Miss Maggie Hinkley’ s school in Range- 
ley Plantation closed two weeks earlier 
than was expected on account of lack of 
school funds.
The weather looks kind of rough, after 
the pleasant, snowless winter we have 
been having, but there has been no very 
bad winter yet.
The snow plow has made frequent runs 
over the road of late, more to throw the 
little snow aside than for moving drifts 
as but very few were found.
Our esteemed citizen, John Haley, Esq., 
has been again unwell, but was confined 
to the house only one day, and is now 
feeling quite like himself again.
Rev. W. H. Fultz, of Phillips, will oc­
cupy the pulpit at Union Church next 
Sunday, in exchange with Rev. Mr. 
Small, who will preach at Phillips.
Warren Stevens says he and Ed. Lowell 
only bet a “ cent”  on the snow storm for 
the 22, and that he won, but Ed. refuses 
to pay, from the fact that it did snow 
just a bit.
D. W. Waterhouse^ representing the 
nursery firm of H. H. Gurney & Co., of 
Auburn, Me., is canvassing this section. 
Mr. Waterhouse is a pleasant salesman 
and he represents a thoroughly reliable 
firm.
Miss Leona Hinkley celebrated her 
seventh birthday Thursday evening with 
a party. Ten of her little friends were 
present. The evening was pleasantly pas­
sed in games, after which a nice treat was. 
served.
One of Phillips’ business men, Mr. 
Cragin, makes a suggestion that a large, 
fancy six-horse coach be procured for 
coaching parties—running from the Range- 
ley Lake House to the Mountain View 
and Mooselookmeguntic Houses, and Eus- 
tis and Stratton. During the season, such 
a conveyance .would. be,in great demand. 
They take immensely at other summer re- 
•sorts. A round trip via Stratton, King- 
field and Phillips to Rangeley would be 
very attractive.
Harry Furbish and Rufus Porter were 
in Phillips last Sunday. They -were going 
from there to Bingham and folldw tip the 
river, visiting the lumber camps along the 
route, till they reached the Canada. Pa­
cific. There they are to ship their team 
to some point on that road and drive to 
other camps from that point.
Will Grant and Ed. Lowell started Tues­
day for Seven Ponds to put in next sea­
son’s supplies. This year, instead of 
hauling the supplies via Kennebago, they 
will take them by way of Dead River and 
Big Island pond. In this way the sup­
plies can be hauled by team within two 
miles of Seven Ponds Camps.
Ed. Grant was in Phillips, Monday, to 
arrange "with Miss Crosby more par­
ticularly about the log camp he is to 
build for the Sportsmen’s Exposition. It 
is to be 12 by 14 ft. inside, and to have a 
log chimney with a fireplace lined with 
stones. The chimney will be built outside 
similar to one of his Beaver Pond camps.
Mr. W. B. Smith, agent for Franklin 
County for the “ Crescent”  wheel, writes 
us as follows: “ I have Crescent advance 
catalogue at hand. Crescent line com­
prises ten styles making as ever the most 
complete line on the market. The ’96 
machine fully upholds Crescent reputation 
in construction and in improvements. 
The Company put out two specials, a 
man’s 26 lbs., and a ladies 28 lbs., price 
$50. First class in every way.”
Parties who wish to visit the Sports­
men’s Exposition in New York, March 16 
to 21, can do so at a rate of one and one- 
third fare. In order to obtain this reduc­
tion, it is necessary to follow a bit of red 
tape, which in this case is not of very ex­
tensive length. Buy your ticket from 
your starting point to New York, and 
obtain from the local agent a certificate 
to that effect, and that you are to visit 
the exhibition. Then by having their cre­
dentials vised there by the Trunk Line 
agent and by the assistant secretary of 
the Sportsmen’s Association, you will be 
sold a return ticket for one-third the 
regular fare.
The Sportsmen’s Exposition of which 
frequent mentions has been made in these 
columns, will open March 16, and continue 
through the week. We have had no infor­
mation of how much this region will be 
represented, other than a log cabin is to 
be built here and then set up in the exposi­
tion. It is not known that Rangeley is 
to be recognised in connection with it. 
Two guides have been engaged from this 
section, Ed. Grant and Freeman Tibbetts. 
From two such well known guides it may 
be certain that “ The Rangeleys”  will not 
be neglected. There are to be tanks of 
trout and salmon, which, if they are the 
descendants of the genuine Rangeley Lake 
trout, will need no introduction or special 
label affixed to their enclosure. The whole 
exhibit is to be under the direction of Miss 
C. T. Crosby.
HOW THEY EXAGGERATE!
Hunters and Lecturers Tell Some Wild
Stories of Weighty Game.
The following is from Forest and 
Stream: We are constantly seeing reports 
of moose weighing from 800 up to 1000 
pounds, when actually the most weigh 500 
to 600. One was yesterday carried through 
Bangor which many set at 1000 pounds. 
Having seen a good many moose, I set it at 
700. Later I learned that it weighed 500 
pounds. The weight of caribou and deer 
is overstated in the same way. One resi­
dent here claims to have been in a party 
which shot a caribou weighing 600 pounds, 
but the head only was save<J. We see. 
statements of deer .weighing 350 pounds.; 
I have handled a great many hundreds of 
deer and never saw one yet which would 
weigh over 250. The heaviest deer I ever 
knew weighed, tipped the beam at 273 
pounds after it had been brought out over 
100 miles. Of course, by leaving in the 
heart and liver the weight can be increas­
ed, but this is not what is called fair weigh­
ing.
U ncle Josh .
The local dramatic talent is at work on 
the 4-act comedy drama, “ Uncle Josh,” 
which they will present in Furbish Hall 
early next month. “ Uncle Josh”  is a play 
dealing with modern life in New York city 
and is full of snap and go. Throughout 
the four acts rans the thread of an inter­
esting plot which is at times intensely ex­
citing and at ohers irresistably amusing. 
The several characters are sharply drawn 
and so different from each other as to 
bring out the strong points of each. The 
cast is as follows:
Joshua Jarvis, “Uncle Josh,” . . .W .  S. Mar b l e . 
Count de Courville, a French villain, E. C.Dil l . 
Gerald Murray, a young man,.. .F . W . Mil l e r .
Upson Downes, a dude,............. E. I. He r r ic k .
Slippery Joe, a bunco steerer, H .L. Dennison .
Mulchaey. an Irishman,................ J. A. R ussell.
Munson, a detective......................... ...........................
Erastus, a colored servant.......Chas. Ba r r e t t .
Mrs. Raymond,....................Mrs . W. L. B u tle r ..
Letty, her daughter,................... Miss Marble .
Minerva Clackett, a spinster,....... Miss Grant .
Rangeley Plantation.
The Rangeley Plantation school closed 
Feb. 7. after a term of 10 weeks. Follow­
ing are the names of those scholars not 
absent one-half day: Winnie Haines, Geo. 
Haines, Ernest Peary, Mertie Gile, La- 
forest Gile. Miss Blanche Gile was ab­
sent only one-half day, and Miss Bana 
Moore was absent on account of sickness. 
Whole number, 15. Average number, 133^ .
Miss Winnie Haines was awarded the 
prize for drawing the best map of U. S.
Miss Maggie Hinkley, Teacher.
Redington Notes.
Redington has put on its old time busi­
ness aspect.
Mrs. F. L. Dow, of Phillips, is employed 
in the boarding-house.
Foss Worthley, from Phillips, in in with* 
a team to haul lumber.
C. L. Harnden, of Phillips, is to run the 
boarding-house for A. L. Matthews.
Landlord Matthews was in the settle­
ment Wednesday and Thursday, looking 
after his house full of boarders.
Willis P. Eaton, Esq., paymaster for 
the Redington Co., went to Farmington. 
Thursday.
Mrs. Geo. A. Proctor was in Phillips 
Thursday, to attend the funeral of her 
aunt, Mrs. George Townsend.
Mr. and Mrs. Matthews were up for a 
few days this week, to arrange a change in 
the management of the boarding-house.
It makes the fifty minutes wait at Red­
ington on the south trip, more interesting, 
to see the lumber coming out of the mill 
and a yard full of men at work.
With a side track at Dead River for the 
Greenvale lumber, and a branch at the 
same place for Kennebago lumber, there 
will be no need of an extended shut-down 
in the mill for some years.
Eben Hinkley, of Rangeley, made a tour 
of the logging camps Wednesday. He was 
looking for a chance to put in a team for 
hauling logs. There are chances enough 
but he failed to find one that suited.
There is no cemetary in this place, so 
cremation is adopted. A family cat re­
cently took up its abode in the stove oven, 
and somehow the door was shut and a fire 
built. The result was as might have been 
expected.
While Seth Young does not wish for a 
shut-down in the mill fori<n couple of days, 
he does wish, awfully,-, to  get away for 
that length of time, to^aid and assist the 
poor travelers who are to cross the burn- 
infi sands of the desert, on . that brand new 
camel, at the dedication of Kora Temple, 
in Lewiston.
The oil of tobacco found in the stems 
of the long-used pipes, or obtained by 
distillation at a red beat, is one of the 
most active and powerful; poisons known 
to the chemist. A single drop will often 
cause death in the case of a dog or cat.
